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Post Editing

Katie Botkin

Indian nuances
naturally included the language of the
conquerors. Both countries currently
conduct much (though not all) of their
commerce in English. India, however,
has retained a predominantly diverse
linguistic landscape, and claims two
nationwide ofﬁcial languages as well as
18 ofﬁcial regional languages by state.
If the United States is a melting pot,
India is a nuanced dish with any number
of separate but intermingled ﬂavors
— a complex, ancient-and-upcoming
civilization.

I ran across a discussion board
not long ago in which someone was
chastising someone else for using the
term Indian to refer to someone hailing
from India. Apparently, this person
thought that Indian was derogatory, no
matter who it referred to, since it could
be misunderstood to be a backwards,
ignorant or redneck description of a
Native American.

I

As someone semi-obsessed with word
meaning and culture, this irritated me
to no end. Are we just going to skip
talking about the people originating
from what, if current trends continue,
will be the most populated country on
earth by the year 2030? Or should we
reinvent our own English name for the
Republic of India? Does that seem more
politically correct?
But this does bring to mind an
interesting parallel. India, like the United
States and like most of the world at
one point or another, was subjected
to extensive colonization, which

In our focus, Bob Myers discusses
India’s also complex-and-upcoming
translation market, both in terms
of business and country-wide need.
Sandeep Nulkar touches on some of
India’s entrepreneurs and how this
affects the translation industry. Elanna
Mariniello, Matthias Steiert and Afaf
Steiert continue the discussion on the
translation business and center it on
the many languages of India. Yogini
Dahiwadkar offers some tips on how to

learn (or teach) Hindi and Marathi, two
of these aforementioned languages.
Changing things up a bit, Pham Hoa
Hiep moves things to the east — and
west — to outline some Vietnamese
translation tips, and then Jeff Williams
goes to about the farthest reaches
of the west to report on the bustling
Portland, Oregon, localization scene. Bill
Hindle has practical advice on ensuring
language proﬁciency with appropriate
testing.
Jumping all the way to the back of
the magazine, we have Karla Bauerova’s
Takeaway on women in the language
industry and how they can intersect
with male-dominated work ﬁelds.
Jumping back to the front of the
magazine, Thomas Waßmer reviews
SDL Trados Studio 2011, Lori Thicke
interviews Steven McDowell of Sybase,
John Freivalds has a few thoughts
on Indonesia and etymology, and
Kate Edwards explains India-related
geographical nuances. W
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Localization World Conference Silicon Valley 2011 focuses on innovation
during the Dutch occupation and orphaned
at a young age during the Japanese takeover.
As a young man fresh out of architecture
school, he begged a plot of land that had
formerly been a toxic waste dump in Jakarta,
and built on it what is now the fourth-most
attended theme park in the world.
Another example was Jean de Dieu
Kagabo from Rwanda. In 1994 most of
his relatives and his parents were killed,
and most — though not all — of his family’s property was destroyed. After the
genocide, he became a raging alcoholic
due to post-traumatic stress disorder,
but at 18, he realized that he and his
siblings were burning through the family’s money and would soon have nothing
left. So he learned Mandarin and ﬂew to
China to buy manufacturing equipment
to make toilet paper. Since then, he has
re-thought how to sell many basic things
that people need. He sells bottled water
by labeling bottles for individual stores
so employees have more difﬁculty stealing it and selling it themselves, and gets
around tax on imported toothpaste by
bringing in drums of it and bottling it
in-country. “There’s no excuse for anyone in the world not to innovate,” Lacy
summarized.

The day continued with sessions
in ﬁve tracks, from one covering
localization core competencies to
more advanced talks on management, technology and community.
Attendees got a break from the
conference halls and a taste of the
California sunshine during poolside
lunches between morning and afternoon sessions.
In the second keynote October 12,
in a panel on strategies for global
success, Mark Tapling of SDL noted
that “the paradox of innovation”
in our industry is that “language is
as much an art as it is a science.”
Fundamentally, innovation is often
about eliminating human error, so “when
you have an environment where you’re
heavily dependent on the human factor,”
you try to codify best practices for that human factor. Asking why enough times can
actually get you to the root of problems
you may be facing and plant a seed for
innovation.
“Your customer does not move as fast as
the local headlines,” said Tapling. He suggested the need to “innovate empathetically” by ﬁguring out who your customers
are and what they need.

News

With a theme on “!nnovation,” Localization World Silicon Valley 2011’s ﬁnal
attendance came to 597, another recordbreaking number that made for a lively
atmosphere and a packed exhibit hall
during the conference breaks. Following
a day of in-depth preconference sessions
and a well-attended opening reception,
Sarah Lacy, author and TechCrunch senior
editor, captured the conference energy
with an October 11 keynote on innovation
in “unlikely” places. Lacy pointed out that
the biggest barrier to innovation is making
excuses — “We can’t do that because we’re
in Iowa.” Or we don’t have the venture
capital, or maybe our parents won’t like it.
A quarter of the world’s population in
developing countries is under age 25. This
sector has a growing middle class, contrary to many developed nations with a
shrinking middle class. There are plenty of
problems to solve in the developing world,
but they will be solved differently than
they were in the Western world, given the
modern scale of urbanization, for example,
along with climate change, sanitation
concerns and the available technology.
Lacy gave one example of an entrepreneur
from Indonesia, whom she called Mr. Ciputra, a real estate developer who was born

Clockwise from top: San Jose City Hall
Rotunda, where the conference dinner was
held; waiting for the opening keynote;
discussion in the exhibit hall; dinner
attendees; and mid-day networking. For
more photos, go to www.localizationworld
.com/lwsv2011/photos.php.

editor@multilingual.com
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News
TAUS User Conference 2011
The annual TAUS User Conference, held October 6-7 2011 in Santa Clara, California, was
a non-sponsored event devoted to translation
automation and innovation, where half the
audience was composed of translation buyers.
The conference started unofﬁcially on October 5 with a working dinner among TAUS enterprise members, who reviewed and reﬁned
the scope of the new TAUS Labs offering.
The event kicked off ofﬁcially the following
day with a keynote panel on the Multilingual
Web. This was followed by in-depth discussions on interoperability and open translation
platforms such as the upcoming TAUS Translation API, XLIFF and OAXAL.
Later in the afternoon, the presentations
focused on the open technology exchange.
Adobe introduced tools to work with the
open source statistical machine translation
system Moses, which is gaining traction in
the industry. Logrus presented their freeware, a TMX ﬁle editor for Moses. Digital Silk

Road presented Moses4Localization’s RESTful APIs for integrating Moses into existing
translation workﬂows. Finally, Symantec
presented SymEval MT, an open source solution for evaluating the quality of machine
translation (MT) output.
After lunch there was a debate about
interoperability, where everyone actively
participated in a number of separate working groups. These groups debated topics
such as how we can better coordinate
client side pressure on supply side interoperability; integration with content management systems; deﬁning a common API
for accessing MT systems; and whether the
industry wants interoperability bad enough
to do the “dirty work.”
The next day started early with “breakfast brainstorming” on ideas to expand
the TAUS Data Association (TDA) service
offering. TDA is a nonproﬁt organization
that provides a neutral and safe platform

for sharing language data.
The second day, ABBYY unveiled its new
approach to MT, and SDL Language Weaver
summarized the lesson learned from building
almost 10,000 MT engines this year. PayPal,
Caterpillar, Applied Language Solutions,
Welocalize, PROMT and Safaba presented advanced use cases. The discussion then moved
to multilingual interaction, highlighting the
experiences of Intel, Microsoft, Asia Online
and Spoken Translation, Inc. The afternoon
was devoted to research on future technologies, where the heavyweights in global
MT research shared their insights. The event
ended with talks on collaborative translation
from Microsoft and Adobe, as well as a view
on business model innovation from Kilgray.
The event is summarized in more detail
on www.translationautomation.com and
the debates and presentations can be
found on YouTube.
— Rahzeb Choudhury

TCWorld 2011 summaries
TCWorld in Wiesbaden
Cobblestoned streets mix with modern
architecture in Wiesbaden, Germany, the
location of tekom’s annual conference,
TCWorld. About 3,300 people attended the
three-day conference and trade show, and
were able to participate in 200 sessions,
122 in German and 78 in English. Topics
ranged from a day-long content strategy
track and GALA’s sponsored localization
track to sessions on mobile documentation,
open standards and technical authoring.
Among the highlights, Ann Rockley talked
about the future of content and how books
are becoming more interactive as more
people acquire tablets and e-readers. Content strategy needs to incorporate e-books/
apps to ensure usability, retrievability and
governance of the content. In this milieu,
structure and governance become extremely
important, particularly if the content is being
localized. Rahel Bailie and Geoff Roberts provided a case study of an online music store’s
content strategy and localization challenges.
These challenges included the need for constant data cleaning and harmonization, and
planning for legal and political issues.
The highlight of the localization closing
session was the beer given as a reward for
asking questions. Hans Fenstermacher moderated the panel, which included Aki Ito, Matthias Caesar, Flavia Frangini and Juliet Macan.
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The panel answered questions from the audience related to the future of localization. All
the panelists agreed that now is a good time
to go into Asia. Other comments included the
need of the localization industry to ﬁnd ways
to improve the perception of the industry and
move away from the commoditization that
has been occurring. Charging by word count
doesn’t work any more. One way to change
this is by unifying and standardizing services.
In addition to the sessions, 178 exhibitors presented their products and services.
These exhibits took over most of the Hall,
and ranged from localization services to
tools and consulting.
The Japanese Translators Association hired
traditional Japanese drummers to play and
raised over €500 for the tsunami victims.
The drums reverberated throughout the Hall
and the players were mesmerizing to watch
as they moved through the music. The
Polish Translators Association had a vodkatasting party, complete with apple juice
and Żubrówka. The international networking
evening provided attendees with the opportunity to mix and mingle in a more casual
atmosphere at the Lumen bar and restaurant.
— Katherine Brown-Hoekstra

TCWorld India debut
The ﬁrst TCWorld conference organized in
cooperation with TWIN (Technical Writers of

India) and tekom was held this last spring.
Nearly 300 participants met on March 11
and 12 at the Taj Residence Hotel in Bangalore to learn more about the latest trends in
technical communication.
On the whole, 24 lecture presentations,
panel discussions and expert rounds, conducted by top speakers from Germany, the
United States, India, Belgium and Israel, dealt
comprehensively with the gamut of technical communication. On the pre-conference
day, March 10, participants were able to
gather information online about topics such
as DITA and single sourcing with RoboHelp.
The accompanying exhibition was practically stormed by inquisitive participants. On
the ﬁrst day of the conference, especially,
the breaks between the lectures were hardly
enough to answer the questions posed
by the participants. All the brochures for
TCTrainNet, for example, were gone after
just a few hours. There was no dearth of
entertainment either. A troupe of enthusiastic dancers dancing to Bollywood hits was
received just as enthusiastically by the participants on the ﬁnal evening. Based on the
positive experience with the cooperation,
the partners TWIN and tekom have planned
a second TCWorld India conference in 2012.
This will take place again in Bangalore from
23-24 February 2012.
— Martin Stettner
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News
Business
Tethras opens California ofﬁce
Tethras Ltd., a developer of mobile application localization technology based in
Dublin, Ireland, has opened its ﬁrst international ofﬁce in Mountain View, California. Company cofounder Brendan Clavin
will relocate to manage the new ofﬁce.
Tethras Ltd. www.tethras.com

TSG - Glotas changes name
Servicios de Traducción Glotas (TSG Glotas), S.A., a provider of localization and
translation services, including multimedia
communication and e-learning, has rebranded and changed its name to Zinacle.
Zinacle, S.A. www.zinacle.com

Adaptive Globalization
redesigns website
Adaptive Globalization Ltd., a provider
of recruitment services for the localization
and translation industry, has redesigned
its website. The redesigned website allows
candidates to apply for a variety of vacancies, including translators, localization engineers, project managers and many levels
of management.
Adaptive Globalization Ltd.
www.adaptiveglobalization.co.uk

Author-it now in San Jose
Author-it Software Corporation, a developer of software for authoring, content
management, publishing and localization,
has opened an ofﬁce in San Jose, California, to better serve American corporations
— the company’s largest market.

Series A ﬁnancing round. The funding follows a $1.75 million total seed round raised
through 500 Startups and a group of 12
international angel investors.
myGengo, Inc. http://mygengo.com

People
Recent industry hires
■ Netwire, a provider of translation solutions, has added Aline Fires and Ana Amélia Soares to its project management team.
Gabriel Gomes has been hired for desktop
publishing.
■ IMTT, a translation and training company offering solutions for the English, Spanish and Portuguese languages, has added
Mariana Ellena and Nadia Nasanovsky to its
project management team. Victoria Capeta
will be working as an inhouse linguist.
■ Adobe Systems Incorporated, a provider of content authoring solutions, has
hired John O’Conner as a globalization architect. O’Conner is a software engineer with
over 15 years’ experience promoting, teaching, designing and implementing software
engineering practices and methodologies
that create global software systems.
■ Metaphrasis Language & Cultural
Solutions, LLC, a provider of language and
training solutions, has hired Silvia Schrage
as part of the medical interpreter evaluation team and Altaib Al-Yassin as a medical
interpreter evaluator.

BusinessManagement
makes the Difference

■ PTIGlobal, a provider of localization,
interpretation and translation services, has
hired Leslie Hogue Karr as manager of onsite services. Hogue Karr was most recently
the director of operations at Babcock and
Jenkins, a marketing agency.
■ MultiCorpora, a provider of multilingual asset management solutions, has
hired Sylvain Bergeron as director of sales,
North America. Bergeron has more than 11
years of experience in sales, including leading teams at Ceridian and Insight.

Netwire www.netwire.com.br
IMTT www.imtt.com.ar
Adobe Systems Incorporated
www.adobe.com
Metaphrasis Language &
Cultural Solutions, LLC
www.metaphrasislcs.com
PTIGlobal www.ptiglobal.com
MultiCorpora www.multicorpora.com

Resources
ELRA catalogue additions
The European Language Resources Association (ELRA) has added new speech resources
to its catalog. Four GlobalPhone corpora
are available and an updated version of the
Venice Italian Treebank has also been released.
The GlobalPhone corpora languages are Bulgarian, Polish, Thai and Vietnamese.
European Language Resources Association
www.elda.org

Next
Project
www.plunet.net

Author-it Software Corporation
www.author-it.com

Process
Level

Sajan acquires New-Global Group

99

Sajan, Inc., a provider of language translation technology and services, has acquired
the New-Global Group of companies,
providers of multilingual communication
services and technologies. Included in the
acquisition will be a number of technology
assets from New-Global’s US operations.
Sajan, Inc. www.sajan.com

Financial
myGengo secures Series A funding
myGengo, Inc., a human translation services provider, has secured a $5.25 million
investment from Atomico, a venture capital
ﬁrm, and 500 Startups, a US seed fund, in a

www.multilingual.com
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News
American Translators Association
certiﬁed translator seal
The American Translators Association (ATA)
has launched the ATA-certiﬁed translator
seal, which was developed for the exclusive
use of ATA-certiﬁed members in good standing. The seal includes a link to an online
veriﬁcation system that allows a client to
conﬁrm the member’s ATA certiﬁcation.
American Translators Association
www.atanet.org

Products and Services
GlobalSight 8.2
Welocalize, a provider of integrated globalization services, has moved to version 8.2
of its open-source translation management
system GlobalSight. Updates include SDL
Passolo 2011 integration, internal tag conﬁguration and workﬂow enhancement.
Welocalize www.welocalize.com

New Smartling tools
Smartling, provider of a cloud-based
software platform, has created several new
features and services to help users translate
websites, mobile and other digital content.
New tools include a style guide, progressive
glossary, a tool for going through robotext
and making adjustments manually when
needed, and a system to coordinate a
group of professional translators or select
volunteer translators.
Smartling www.smartling.com

Web Translate It updated
Atelier Convivialité, a developer of translation software, has released a new version of
Web Translate It, a web-based translation tool
(www.webtranslateit.com). The new version
includes an enhanced translation suggestion
system, translation validations and support
for .docx and .pptx documents.
Atelier Convivialité
http://atelierconvivialite.com

GlobalEnglish Suite
GlobalEnglish Corporation, a developer of
global business solutions, has introduced the
GlobalEnglish Suite, a cloud-based enterprise software platform. The suite includes
technologies such as automatic speech recognition, company-speciﬁc content creation
tools, text-to-speech, multiplatform mobile
applications and automated document collaboration. It also includes native language
support in 15 languages.
GlobalEnglish Corporation
www.globalenglish.com
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ISLinguists
ISLinguists, a linguist training and accreditation organization, has been launched
in conjunction with Leeds Metropolitan
University in the United Kingdom. The company has developed an online platform that
will test, evaluate, train, certify and provide
continual professional development for linguists specializing in the spoken word and
over-the-phone interpreting.
ISLinguists www.islinguists.com

GTS Website Translator
Global Translations, a provider of language
services, has introduced GTS Website Translator. The online service provides machine
translation and post-editing of web pages in
French, Italian, German and Spanish.
Global Translations
www.global-translation-services.com

SDL Trados Studio 2011

AlphaSearch is designed to ﬁnd nativelanguage translators with expertise in the
subject matter to be translated.
Alphatrad www.alphatrad.com

SmartMATE
Applied Language Solutions, a provider
of translation services, has created SmartMATE. The technology currently supports
more than 20 languages and offers personalized machine translation, translation
memory integration, glossary management and an online, multi-user editing
environment.
Applied Language Solutions
www.appliedlanguage.com

Clients and Partners
Translators without Borders to
help USAID’s RESPOND Project

SDL www.sdl.com

Translators without Borders will help the
US Agency for International Development’s
RESPOND Project bring the ﬁrst health
knowledge platform to the Democratic
Republic of Congo. Translators without
Borders will pair European and African
translators to provide translation for the
multimedia health knowledge management system known as TUSK (Tufts University Sciences KnowledgeBase).

MyMemory plugin for memoQ 5

Translators without Borders
http://translatorswithoutborders.com/

SDL, a provider of global information
management solutions, has released SDL
Trados Studio 2011. The new release includes
PerfectMatch 2.0, Track Changes, Pseudotranslate, the ability to collaborate with
colleagues who review ﬁles using Microsoft
Word, spellcheck and a new quality assurance wizard.

Translated S.r.l., a multilanguage service
provider, has developed a new version of
the MyMemory plugin for memoQ 5, an
integrated translation environment from
Kilgray Translation Technologies, a developer of translation productivity tools.
Translated S.r.l. www.translated.net
Kilgray Translation Technologies
www.kilgray.com

LTC Worx 2.3
LTC, a provider of language technology
solutions, has moved to version 2.3 of LTC
Worx, its web-based business system for
multilingual information management. The
latest version introduces supplier invoicing,
designed to allow project managers more
control of the supplier payment process.
It also includes improved management of
purchase orders and additional enhanced
supplier-oriented functions.

Plunet technology
selected by LinguaLinx
Plunet BusinessManager, developed by
Plunet GmbH, a provider of business management software for translation services
and agencies, has been selected by LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc., a translation
and communications company, as its central business and translation management
platform.
Plunet GmbH, www.plunet.de
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.
www.lingualinx.com

TermWeb and ontram joint solution

AlphaSearch

Interverbum Technology, a provider of
terminology management solutions, and
Andrä AG, a manufacturer of translation
management software, have combined
the technology of Interverbum’s TermWeb
and Andrä’s ontram creating a web-based,
automated workﬂow for translation management system users.

Alphatrad, a provider of translation services, has developed software for matching
a customer’s document to a translator.

Interverbum Technology
www.interverbumtech.com
Andrä AG www.andrae-ag.de

LTC www.ltcinnovates.com
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News
Foreign Translations
partners with Cerebra LPO
Foreign Translations, Inc., and Cerebra
LPO, a legal support services company, have
partnered to offer a combination of legal
support and translation services to the
growing number of law ﬁrms and companies involved in global business.
Foreign Translations, Inc.
www.foreigntranslations.com

Lido-Lang chooses memoQ 5
Lido-Lang Technical Translations, a language services provider, has chosen memoQ
5, a computer aided translation tool from
Kilgray Translation Technologies, a translation productivity tools developer, to assist
in its translation processes.
Lido-Lang Technical Translations
www.lidolang.com
Kilgray Translation Technologies
www.kilgray.com

One Hour Translation
and 3Dsellers partner
One Hour Translation, a web-based translation services provider, has announced
a strategic partnership with 3Dsellers, a
developer of online shopping applications,
to provide multiplatform modules (extensions) and plug-ins for online sellers wanting an interface for cloning their stores
and displaying them, translated, into any
language they choose.

SDL and RightNow merge technology
SDL, a provider of global information
management solutions, has merged technology with RightNow Technologies, Inc., a
provider of customer experience solutions,
to create GlobalConnect for RightNow Incidents. The combined technology enables call
center agents to answer e-mails in multiple
languages.
SDL www.sdl.com
RightNow Technologies, Inc.
www.rightnow.com
www.prestigenetwork.com

Announcements
Survey on software localization
A call for participation has been announced
for a survey that examines the interoperation
of software development and localization
processes and its inﬂuence on the quality
and development effort. It is geared toward
those that have participated in the creation of
software for international markets, including
websites. The survey is open until December
25, 2011.
University of West London
http://samsa.uwl.ac.uk/locdevsurvey/index
.php?sid=75766&lang=en

Lido-Lang celebrates 20 year mark
Lido-Lang Technical Translations, a provider of language services, is celebrating its
twentieth year in business. The company,

headquartered in Poland, translates to and
from all European and major non-European
languages.
Lido-Lang Technical Translations
www.lidolang.com

Survey on enterprise translation
management system users
Common Sense Advisory, Inc., an independent market research ﬁrm specializing
in the language services industry, has issued a call for participation in its survey on
enterprise translation management system
users. The survey — https://www.research
.net/s/csa_tms_mlc — is open to participants until November 30, 2011.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc.
www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Awards and Certifications
Standards certiﬁcations
■ Language Solutions Inc., a language services provider, has received ISO
9001:2008 Quality Management certiﬁcation accreditation.
■ thebigword, a global translation and
language services company, has achieved
ISO 14001 certiﬁcation, a series of standards developed by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) to
address environmental management.

Language Solutions Inc. www.langsolinc.com
thebigword www.thebigword.com

One Hour Translation Ltd
www.onehourtranslation.com

Dot Comma chooses Projetex
Dot Comma Translations Ltd, a provider
of translation services, has chosen Projetex,
the translation management system designed by Advanced International Translations, a translation agency and localization
and software development company.
Advanced International Translations
www.projetex.com
Dot Comma Translations Ltd
www.dotcommatranslations.co.uk

Prestige Network
awarded DWP contract
Prestige Network Ltd., a language services provider, has been awarded a contract
to provide British Sign Language and spoken language services to the Department
for Work and Pensions (DWP). The contract
covers 49 languages, with a possible 100
further languages.
Prestige Network Ltd.
www.prestigenetwork.com
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Australasian Language Technology Workshop

Calendar

November

December 1-2, 2011, Canberra, Australia.
Australasian Language Technology Association, www.eii.edu.au/alta

Global Information Management Conference
November 22, 2011, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
SDL, http://www.sdl.com/en/language-services/events/
2011-11-22-gim-amsterdam.asp

1st Annual International Conference
on Cultures and Languages in Contact
November 23-24, 2011, El Jadida, Morocco.

Sochi 2014: Translation Issues
December 3-4, 2011, Sochi, Russia.
Sochi 2014, http://sochi2014.com/en/translation

Customer Centric Selling
December 5-8, 2011, Frankfurt, Germany.

The Moroccan Culture Research Group, http://bit.ly/mUx0P4

The Localization Institute, http://localizationinstitute.com/
switchboard.cfm?category=public&display=title&ID=111

Nordic Translation Industry Forum

Game Culturalization 201: Methodology and Tutorial

November 24-25, 2011, Malmö, Sweden.
Anne-Marie Colliander Lind, Cecilia Enbäck, www.ntif.se

LTC 2011
November 25-27, 2011, Poznan, Poland.
ELRA, Adam Mickiewicz University, www.ltc.amu.edu.pl

December 7, 2011, online
The Localization Institute, www.localizationinstitute.com/index
.cfm?SEMINAR_CAT_ID=13#session2

Going Global at a Web 2.0 Pace
December 8, 2011, online.
Globalization and Localization Association
www.gala-global.org/node/68725

21st JTF Translation Festival
November 29, 2011, Tokyo, Japan.

International Conference on Translation Process Research

Japan Translation Federation
www.jtf.jp/jp/festival/festival_top.html

December 9, 2011, online.
Aston University, http://processresearch2011.com

Gilbane Boston 2011
November 29-December 1, 2011 Boston, Massachusetts USA.
Lighthouse Seminars/Gilbane Group, http://gilbaneboston.com

WICT 2011
December 11-14, 2011, Mumbai, India.
Machine Intelligence Research Labs
www.mirlabs.net/wict11/index.php-c=main&a=index.htm

Online Information 2011
November 29-December 1, 2011 London, UK.

SITAU 2011

Incisive Media, www.online-information.co.uk/

December 14-15, 2011, Granada, Spain.

December

Tracce, Translation and Interpreting Department,
University of Granada, www.sitau2011.com/SITAU/SITAU2011.html

AGIS ‘11
NLDITA Winter Special 2011

December 1-2, 2011, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

December 15, 2011, Utrecht, The Netherlands.

UNECA, LRC, CDAC, http://www.agis11.org

Bureau NLDITA, http://ditatools.com/nldita-winter-2011

The Global Librarian: Information Without Borders
December 2, 2011, New York, New York USA.
ACRL, New York Metropolitan Area Chapter,
http://acrlnysymp2011.wordpress.com

XTRF Bundle Workﬂows
December 19, 2011, online.
XTRF Management Systems Ltd., www.xtrf.eu/BUNDLE_WORKFLOWS

STAR Group –

Your reliable
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www.star-group.net
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Calendar

2012

GALA 2012

January

March 26-28, 2012, Monte-Carlo, Monaco.
Globalization and Localization Association
www.gala-global.org/conference

Computer-Assisted Translation Course
January 18-21, 2012, Monterey, California USA.

ATISA 2012
March 29-31, 2012, South Padre Island, Texas USA.

Monterey Institute of International Studies
www.miis.edu/academics/programs/translationinterpretationshort

American Translation and Interpreting Studies Association, www.atisa.org

Winter School in Language and Speech Technologies

April

January 23-27, 2012, Tarragona, Spain.
Research Group on Mathematical Linguistics
http://grammars.grlmc.com/wslst2012

Conference Terminology and Procedures
April 13-15, 2012, Monterey, California USA.
Monterey Institute of International Studies, http://bit.ly/3pmwja

CIUTI Forum 2012
January 26-27, 2012, Geneva, Switzerland.
Conférence Internationale Permanente
d’Instituts Universitaires de Traducteurs et Interprètes, www.ciuti.org

February

WWW 2012
April 16-20, 2012, Lyon, France.
IW3C2, Université de Lyon, www2012.org

2012 LTTC International Conference
April 28-29, 2012, Taipei, Taiwan.

Outsourcing World Summit
February 20-22, 2012, Lake Buena Vista, Florida USA.

The Language Training & Testing Center
www.lttc.ntu.edu.tw/conference2012_eng/index.htm

International Association of Outsourcing Professionals
www.iaop.org/Content/23/154/1099/Default.aspx

Intelligent Content 2012
February 22-24, 2012, Palm Springs, California USA.
The Rockley Group, www.intelligentcontentconference.com

March

May
ELIA Networking Days Munich
May 3-4, 2012, Munich, Germany.
European Language Industry Association
www.elia-association.org/index.php?id=123

2012 ALC Annual Conference
Content Strategy Applied
March 1-2, 2012, London, UK.
eBay, http://contentstrategyapplied.eu

GDC Localization Summit
March 6, 2012, San Francisco, California USA.
IGDA Game Localization SIG, http://gdconf.com

May 16-19, 2012, New Orleans, Louisiana USA.
Association of Language Companies
http://alcus.org/education/conference.cfm

First International Conference on
Non-Professional Interpreting and Translation
May 17-19, 2012, Forli, Italy.
SSLMIT, SITLeC, http://npit1.sitlec.unibo.it

Conference for Software User Assistance
March 11-14, 2012, Memphis, Tennessee USA.
WritersUA, www.writersua.com/conference/index.html

Going Global 2012

TechComm Summit
May 20-23, 2012, Rosemont, Illinois USA.
Society for Technical Communication, www.stc.org/education/
technical-communications-summit/summit-website

March 13-15, 2012, London, UK.
British Council, http://ihe.britishcouncil.org/going-global

LREC 2012

AIIM Conference 2012

The European Language Resource Association
www.lrec-conf.org/lrec2012/lrec2012.htm

May 21-27, 2012, Istanbul, Turkey.
March 20-22, 2012, San Francisco, California USA.
Association for Information and Image Management
www.aiim.org/Events/AIIM-Conference

ICIC 2012
March 21-23, 2012, Bengaluru, India.

June
Localization World Paris
June 4-6, 2012, Paris, France.

Association for Computing Machinery, http://langrid.nict.go.jp/icic2012

Localization World Ltd., www.localizationworld.com

Information Architecture Summit

info360

March 21-25, 2012, New Orleans, Louisiana USA.
ASIS&T and IA Institute, http://2012.iasummit.org

www.multilingual.com
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June 12-14, 2012, New York, New York USA.
Questex Media Group, Inc., www.info360show.com
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SDL Trados Studio 2011
Reviewed by Thomas Waßmer
SDL’s best translation suite to date

I

flexible dockable and detachable design of
windows providing everything needed for
smooth and safe translations. Centerpiece
is a three-column table-like editor showing
format and tags of source and target strings
as well as details about leveraged segments
and the status of the segment (Figure 2). You
can, in addition, open, close, attach/detach
and autohide many helper windows to facilitate your work, such as matching segments
with an unlimited number of TMs or several
machine translation (MT) servers.
The translator workbench (TWB), the
old Trados TM format, is now only one of
SDL Trados Studio 2011 Starter Version:
several supported file formats, which are all
Subscription based, R 99 per year.
converted into SDLTM. Other supported file
SDL Trados Studio 2011 Freelance: R 760.
formats are SDLX TMs (MDB), aligned bilinSDL Trados 2007 Professional: R 2605.
gual files in WinAlign TXT format, and TMX
Professional: R 670. System Requirements:
1.4 compatible exports of third-party TM
SDL Trados Suite 2011 runs on Windows 7,
tools. Termbases, dictionaries and glossaries
Vista, Windows XP SP2, 32 and 64bit.
are exclusively handled in MultiTerm format.
500 MB of available disk space is required.
Upon program launch, a clean, functional
You will need to use the helper application
interface (Home view) offers several view options, selection of major
MultiTerm 2011 Convert to import other terminology databases. The
tasks (open document, new project, open package, open server
tool is an integral part of MultiTerm 2011, which is packaged with
project, terminology management, align translated documents
Trados Studio 2011.
and software localization), popular help topics and news about
Other associated standalone tools or components are SDL Passolo
the product (Figure 1). Home view is customizable according to
2011 Essential for software localization (free for Studio Freelance
your role in the translation process — freelance translator, employee
and Studio Professional) and SDL Trados WinAlign for the leverage
of a language service provider (LSP) or linguist at a corporation.
of bilingual file pairs.
Projects are easily and quickly managed in the Project view, conveBesides the blending of the best of the formerly individual SDLX
niently providing a breakdown of the state of processing the project
and Trados components into a single tool, the most exciting novelin terms of word count and visualizing deadlines. The File view
ties of Studio 2009 still available in Studio 2011 were the integrashows the translation and review state of all files in the project
tion of several automated or MT engines — SDL’s own automated
and provides fast access to all file operations including batch protranslation software (ATS), Google Translate and Language Weaver
cessing. You translate files in the Editor view, featuring a highly
— AutoSuggest for leveraging below segment level, QuickPlace for
the easy placement of formatting and tags, Context Matching that
extends over 100% matches by checking previous segments and
Thomas Waßmer is assistant professor of biology
their translations, task automation and sequencing, real-time file
at Siena Heights University in Adrian, Michigan.
preview and real-time quality assurance (QA) features, and the supTom has also been working as a translator,
port of new file types such as PDF.
science and software consultant, and
After providing significant improvements in the translation
multimedia/web developer since 1998.
functions in Studio 2009, Studio 2011 is focusing on requests

In 2009, SDL Trados Studio integrated the formerly independent
translation memory (TM) products
SDLX and Trados into one consistent graphical user interface. The
only remnants of the two merged
products are different user proﬁles
that use keyboard shortcuts and pretranslation and translation settings
similar to Trados or SDLX, respectively. In addition to these concessions to old Trados and SDLX users,
the default user proﬁle utilizes the
full strength of the new product SDL
Trados Studio and is recommended
for new users unfamiliar to the old
and now obsolete technologies.
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Figure 1: Studio’s uncluttered start screen provides fast access
to the most important procedures in the central panel.

Figure 2: Translating in Studio 2011’s highly flexible graphical interface.
Every panel can be moved, put in floating mode (detached) or put on autohide.
from users through http://ideas.sdltrados.
com/ and other channels. Major improvements include PerfectMatch 2.0.
In addition to conventional leverage of
source documents with TMs, resulting in the
matching of segments, Studio 2009 introduced AutoSuggest, adding subsegment
leveraging between TM matches and ter-
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minology matches. While Context Matching
above segment level was also implemented in
Studio 2011, matching of entire paragraphs
or documents was lacking. This is where
PerfectMatch 2.0 comes into play, leveraging your approved bilingual files and locking
perfect matches in the editor to prevent you
from wasting your time by reviewing the

same segments twice (Figure 3). While this is
a neat feature for everybody, it is especially
beneficial if you are translating or reviewing
a large amount of files and receive an update
after you already spend substantial time
working on the previous version of the documents. With PerfectMatch, you can simply
apply the work you have already done to the
new set of documents. In the same fashion,
you can leverage a project that you currently
work on with previously translated materials
that became available after you started work.
A second scenario for maximum benefits
using PerfectMatch is during the setup of
new projects. With PerfectMatch you can
now base new projects on existing pro-jects
that had been reviewed and approved. PerfectMatch can leverage bilingual documents
in the new SDLXLIFF format (XLIFF 1.2 compatible) as well as in the formats created by
both old tools TTX and bilingual Word files
from Trados, and ITD from SDLX. PerfectMatch will be a feature of the Professional
but not the Freelance edition.
Additionally, File Editing can be tracked
in a Microsoft Word-like fashion. While this
functionality is not all that useful during
translation and is therefore by default deactivated, it becomes a valuable tool for QA
during review and sign-off. Insertions and
deletions to the file are marked in a Wordlike manner together with the initials of the
reviewer and the time. In addition, comments can be added (Figure 4). This alone is
already a nice new feature, but it gets even
better: A Word add-in developed by Patrik
Mazanek for SDL OpenExchange allows
opening a SDLXLIFF file in Microsoft Word
(Fig 5). This allows external subject matter
experts to work in Word without the need
to have Studio 2011 installed. Word .docx
documents containing editing and comments submitted by external reviewers can
be re-imported into Studio 2011 and can be
used to finalize the translation.
For even faster and easier review tasks,
the new Display Filter Toolbar provides you
with a hierarchical drop-down list for fast
and specific selection of displayed segment
types. This way, a translator can display only
segments that are fuzzy or no matches,
while a reviewer can exclude approved and
signed-off strings, or only display segments
with tracked changes. The new toolbar also
provides a search field to search through
source or target segments by entering full
text or regular expressions.
Several smaller but nevertheless significant improvements added to Studio 2011
include QA Checker 3.0, which allows users
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to adjust validation procedures for any scenario in a rich dialog and save them into a
reusable profile (Figure 6). SDL’s licensing
procedure became more streamlined and
user-friendly, and is now less vulnerable to
changes in user systems that traditionally
required manual setbacks of licenses by
an SDL employee, which could have taken
several days during which translators were

unable to use the software. Installation now
uses a single installation process, including
full 2007 compatibility, which had to be
separately installed in Studio 2009.
Project handling in Studio 2011 became
more lightweight as compared to both Studio 2009 and Trados 2007, resulting in fewer
and smaller project files. New supported
file formats include OpenOffice text (ODT),
spreadsheet (ODS) and presentation (ODP),
and improved filters for Adobe InDesign
(INX), FrameMaker (MIF) and Java. The new
QA function Pseudo-Translation produces
simulated “dummy” translations of files in a
project in a batch task to quickly check for
problems that may be caused by different
text encoding in the target language, check
for text truncation, and get an idea of how
much desktop publishing work is necessary
due to differences in segment sizes.

Improvements of Studio
2009 features
The new user interface and the degree of
feature integration in Studio 2009 and 2011
amazed me. This is real synergy — functionality exceeds the sum of the individual components. Well done, SDL! It’s worth noting
that in a previous review of Studio 2009 in
the September 2009 issue of MultiLingual
magazine, Richard Sikes and Angelika Zerfaß
criticized the navigation and search features
of Studio 2009’s help system. I found most
of their concerns taken care of in Studio
2011. The navigation now features clearlyvisible forward and back buttons at the top
navigation bar as well as arrows in the base
toolbar. The search field got more intelligent

and allows searches for any or all entered
words, and also features wildcards. There is
still, however, no search for an exact phrase
and more importantly, no fuzzy search that
would be more forgiving to typos. Concordance search in Studio 2011 returns partial
matches, helping freelance translators not
equipped with giant TMs to leverage partial
matches at the subsegment level.
In addition, Zerfaß criticized the heavy use
of mouse actions in Studio 2009 and wanted
to see more user-friendly keyboard shortcuts.
Again, SDL was responsive and established a
good set of shortcuts for the Editor view as
well as other program windows, and documented them well in the help menu. Another
shortcoming of Studio 2009 was the inability
to save QA profiles after customizing them
using the vast options that even got more
extensive in QA Checker 3.0 in Studio 2011.
It would have been a major contradiction
to not include it in a new version that was
meant to revolutionize the translation review
process and was consequently implemented.
Other issues were abbreviation lists and unit
conversion. SDL improved the handling of
abbreviation lists that can now be edited, but
despite a small note in the help file, I was
unable to locate a way to import my own
list and export lists created or amended in
Studio 2011. There is still no implementation
of simple unit conversion between source
and targets — not even in straightforward
examples such as kilometers/miles, feet/
meters or Fahrenheit/Celsius.
Last but not least, Zerfaß mentioned
several file-type related inconveniences
with Studio 2009. Imported bilingual

Figure 3: Editor view showing PerfectMatches. PerfectMatches are automatically
signed off (stamp icon) and locked against accidental alteration (lock icon).
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Figure 4: SDL Editor View showing Track Changes, with the Display Filter toolbar (top),
the Comments panel (center top) and the Editor panel (lower center).

Figure 5: After changes were tracked in Studio 2011 ﬁles (SDLXLIFF format),
they can be exported to Word using a free third-party plug-in called SDLXLIFF Converter.

TagEditor files (TTX) could not be exported
back as TTX, Studio 2009’s TM export
format was using the TMX standard level
1, and there were no file filters for QuarkExpress, QuickSilver and SGML. SDL fixed
most of these issues: In Studio 2011, you
can now export TTX after processing them
in the editor, the TM export format is now
TMX 1.4 compatible (and can therefore
preserve some formatting information),
and 2011 returns the missing file filters for
QuarkExpress and QuickSilver but leaves it
up to translators or agencies to establish a
specialized XML filter for SGML.

Studio 2011’s new features
Studio 2011’s most prevalent feature is
PerfectMatch 2.0, improving PerfectMatch
introduced in Trados 2007. I initially had
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disappointing results because I would first
pre-translate files (using the attached TMs)
and then apply PerfectMatch using a bunch
of bilingual files from previous jobs. I realized that segmentation rules in TMs can
easily break up segments differently and
“mask” them from PerfectMatch, resulting in
fewer segments being perfectly matched up.
After I applied PerfectMatch first, I received
much better results. Besides the new bilingual file format of Studio 2009/2011 (SDLXLIFF), PerfectMatch 2.0 supports bilingual
TagEditor (TTX) and SDLX Edit files (ITD)
but currently not bilingual WorkBench .doc
files. These can, however, be imported and
converted into SDLXLIFF and then used for
leveraging as well.
Even when tested with a small set of files
it is obvious how much leverage this tool

introduces into every translator’s workflow.
Being a translation optimizer and not a
review and QA tool in the first place, it is
therefore not understandable why the 2.0
version of this tool is again excluded from
the Freelance Edition of Studio 2011.
The other major feature of Studio
2011 is full Track Changes functionality in Microsoft Word. As this feature is
not yet well described in the help file, I
was depending on an SDL blog article
(http://blog.sdl.com/blog/2011/08/
studio-2011-series-track-changes.html)
and an SDL PDF brief by Paul Filkin, SDL’s
client services director, both of which
I found on the internet. It was easy to
get the Track Changes toolbar activated
in the Editor view. In the default editor
setting of showing all segments, those
with tracked changes are not that obvious. After some trying, I could also just
display segments with tracked changes
using the likewise new Display Filter
toolbar (Figure 4). This left me with the
riddle of how to export tracked changes
from SDLXLIFF files to Word files. With
the help of the aforementioned resources,
I figured out that the Studio 2011 installer
actually installed Patrik Mazanek’s OpenExchange SDLXLIFF Converter plug-in in
a subfolder of the installation directory
called OpenExchange Apps. Here I also
found some other free plug-ins from SDL
OpenExchange that seemed to have vanished after I downloaded them at www.
sdl.com/en/language-technology/sdlopenexchange and installed them. Now
it was easy to prepare and customize a
Word layout for the Studio file containing
the tracked changes (Figure 5). This is a
truly revolutionary feature — especially for
translation reviews and QA procedures —
and thus maybe not as important for most
freelance translators. My only suggestion
for improvement at this point is to include
the initials of the reviewer and maybe the
timestamp of the editing into the tracked
changes. At the moment only comments
have a personal ID. Daniel Brockmann
of SDL told me that a future extension
of the Track Changes feature would be
the option to compare two documents
and create a track record of differences
between them.
The implementation of the Microsoft
Office spellchecker is most welcome. To get
this working you will need the Microsoft
Proofing Tools in every language you intend
to use the spellchecker for. It is far superior
to the Hunspell spellchecker included in
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Figure 6: Studio 2011 features an extensive ﬁle veriﬁer called QA
Checker 3.0 that allows ﬁle validation for almost any scenario.

Studio 2011. I asked Brockmann why SDL
did not also include Microsoft’s grammar
checker — a feature that was integrated in
SDLX. Brockmann replied that the Microsoft API only allows the integration of the
spellchecker.

Other comments
Both installers (Studio 2011 and MultiTerm 2011) installed their suites flawlessly
and almost without user feedback. I had

no problem installing them side by side
with an already-installed SDL Trados 2007
Freelance installation, and I was assured
that the same would be the case if installing side by side to Studio 2009. After many
bad experiences with the 2007 product
line, I was happy not to encounter any
problems running Studio and MultiTerm
2011 on my Windows 7 64bit system. After
just a few days, I had to uninstall both
installations and replace them with newer

Beta versions. Both uninstalls worked as
flawlessly as the previous installations but
left entries for several subroutines in the
registry. This was not a big deal, as clicking
on these icons would bring up a dialog telling me that the features were already uninstalled, and the icons vanished. The new
Studio 2011 installation was automatically
licensed, which makes me hope that the
new licensing scheme is more robust than
in the past and licensing problems due to
system crashes may not occur anymore.
Using Studio 2011 working on my test
projects and test files, I came upon several
issues in functionalities that were introduced in Studio 2011 and 2009, or earlier
versions of Trados/SDLX. For starters, I
like uncluttered interfaces and would like
to be able to choose to display just the
icons of toolbars without clumsy labels.
Information about what the icons stand
for could be easily displayed as mouse
rollovers. When it comes to setting up
projects, I cannot get used to some rigid
limitations of my freedom as a user to do
whatever makes my work easier. Why can I
not include files, TMs and termbases that
utilize the opposite direction into the same
project (EN>DE and DE>EN) or not include
files for a different sublocale (EN-GB>DEDE and EN-US>DE-DE)? Both scenarios
can help leverage additional strings.
Using the batch task function in Studio
2011 to prepare files for translation, I came
upon errors due to a single file that interrupted the entire batch from that file on. It
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would be more convenient if the delinquent
file would be skipped and the batch would
finish with an error message at the end.
I had some problems in the translation
of PDF files. Segments were displayed, but
the no-matches were retrieved from the
attached TMs. When I included the source
Word file in .docx format into the same
project, all segment matches were found.
As much as I like the support of bilingual
.doc files originating from translating
in Word with the help of the old Trados
Workbench, I would like to see the option
of saving them back in .doc format after
processing them in Studio 2011, as can be
done for TTXs and ITDs.
Studio 2011 will be a standalone suite
and will not be packaged with Trados
2007. Therefore, I wondered what would
happen with WinAlign and several T-Windows applications that are actual Trados
2007 apps. I was assured that WinAlign
will be part of Studio 2011, even without
the optional Trados 2007 installation. The
free SDL OpenExchange add-in T-Window
for Clipboard is included in the Studio 2011
installation, and both Studio 2011 Freelance and Professional will include Passolo
2011 Essential.
I collected many observations using the
Editor view to translate and review files.
Studio 2011’s editor follows Trados’ tradition of being very strict in its segmentation rules, meaning the tool outsmarts the
translator in not allowing him or her to
flexibly merge segments. In order to merge
two inappropriately split segments, it is
often necessary to adjust segmentation
rules, delete the prepared file and hope
that a new file preparation job merges
the delinquent segments. This is way too
conservative, clumsy and time consuming.
Another issue I had is converting some of
my older TMs in TWB format into Studio’s
new SDLTM format. Some TWBs could not
be unlocked, and caused a timeout and
an error message. This time the wonderful
feature of being able to save an error log
to submit a bug report did not work and
actually froze Studio 2011 in several cases.
Only a restart of Studio got me back.
I personally like being given the option
to implement MT into my translations. At
the moment Studio 2011 allows access
to three engines: SDL’s own ATS engine,
Google Translate and SDL LanguageWeaver. SDL ATS yields quite inferior
results, which is most probably due to only
being able to access unstructured dictionaries with general vocabulary. Google
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Translate will only be accessible until
December 1, 2011, as Google is withdrawing free use due to overuse and misuse
of the service by many developers. Finally,
LanguageWeaver produces quite good
results — comparable to Google Translate.
I hope that SDL will keep basic access of
SDL ATS and SDL LanguageWeaver open
for free. I am certain that translators who
can afford more quality will jump onto
paid upgrade options for more sophisticated and better-trained dictionaries.
I want to conclude with some comments
on Termbase Support and MultiTerm 2011.
In contrast to Studio’s high flexibility to
include all legacy TM formats of SDL (TWB,
MDB and WinAlign TXT) as well as the TM
eXchange format TMX, only MultiTerm terminology bases of Trados 2007 or newer
are accepted (besides Studio’s new format
SDLTB) — not even legacy SDLX databases
are accepted for direct conversion. This
would be OK if MultiTerm would offer easy,
fast and painless conversion procedures
itself. MultiTerm 2011 was advertised as

being more robust, allowing side by side
installation with MultiTerm 2009 and 2007,
and I was also hoping for more flexibility.
Unfortunately, MultiTerm Convert, the
same clumsy conversion procedure as in
older versions of Trados, is utilized.
All in all, however, SDL Trados Studio
2011 is SDL’s best translation suite ever and
offers exciting and productivity-boosting
features, especially to LSPs, translation
agencies and corporate linguists. In addition, full-time freelance translators who
are doing a lot of reviewing and QA and
are willing and able to upgrade to Studio Professional will also profit from the
new features. If PerfectMatch 2.0 would
become available in the Studio 2011 Freelance Edition at no extra cost, I would
full-heartedly recommend this release for
freelancers also. As it stands right now
with the plan to exclude PerfectMatch
from the Freelance Edition, I am not sure
whether Studio 2011 is worth the upgrade
price tag for freelance translators already
using Studio 2009. M
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Enterprise Innovators

Lori Thicke

Highly collaborative
globalization at Sybase

S

writing documentation and I knew that documentation was the dominant part of our localization costs
and efforts. The documentation and localization
teams were already cooperating well, but I could see
a fascinating opportunity to take this cooperation
to a new level, so I offered to manage the documentation team. With my technical experience, I was
soon drawn into the tools and production aspects of
creating documentation.
Thicke: Isn’t it challenging handling such different
teams?
McDowell: Yes and no. It can be challenging to
switch between localization, authoring, tools and
Steven McDowell,
customer support. But the teams are a manager’s
Thicke: First of all, after interviewing Greek, Irish,
Sybase.
dream, with highly-motivated, talented individuals
American and Argentinean Enterprise Innovators
who love to work collaboratively. They are constantly innovatover the last year, I’m happy to welcome a fellow Canadian to
ing. This article is really about them!
the club. How is it that Sybase, headquartered in California, has
Thicke: But they are separate teams, right?
a director of engineering located in Canada?
McDowell: Yes, but Sybase has a strong culture of collaboMcDowell: My position at Sybase is a continuation of my
ration that is particularly strong in the SQL Anywhere team.
career that started with Watcom in 1982. Sybase acquired
It’s one of the best things about working here. With the three
Watcom, a spin-off from the University of Waterloo Computer
teams, I encourage collaboration at every opportunity. I believe
Systems Group, in 1995. Watcom SQL became SQL Anywhere,
that it makes for stronger teams, better results and a more
one of the database products in the Sybase portfolio. SQL Anyenjoyable job, and it creates opportunities for some interesting
where engineering is based in Waterloo. I have been with the
cross-functional roles.
SQL Anywhere team since 1992.
Thicke: For example?
Thicke: What do you do as director of engineering?
McDowell: One of our sustaining engineers works on ﬁxing
McDowell: I am responsible for three teams: sustaining engicustomer bugs in several of our important application programneering, localization and documentation.
ming interfaces (APIs). He also writes the programming docuThicke: Those are very different teams. How and why did you
mentation, including the API documentation. While working on
take on these roles?
ﬁxing bugs, he also checks the corresponding documentation
McDowell: Originally, I was a software developer. I’m pretty
and corrects any defects that he ﬁnds. While he is working on
picky and love ﬁxing things and helping people, so I jumped at
the documentation, he ﬁnds and corrects defects in the code.
an opportunity to start the sustaining engineering team, which
This is an unbeatable combination for the documentation team,
is the engineering side of customer support — we ﬁx the bugs.
for engineering and for our customers. Our localization engineer
This grew into a management role and included talking to customers and staff around the world. I particularly enjoyed helping
international folks, and that interest led me into the localization
role. We formed a team with two localization managers and a
Lori Thicke is cofounder and general manager of Lexcelera,
program manager. A few years later, the SQL Anywhere documencofounder of Translators without Borders and a member
tation team was seeking a new manager. I had experience with
of the MultiLingual editorial board.

Sybase is an industry leader in delivering enterprise and mobile software to
manage, analyze and mobilize information for business intelligence. Sybase’s
SQL Server was the ﬁrst client/server
database on the market. SAP acquired
Sybase in 2010. Founded in 1984 in
Berkeley, California, Sybase now has
4,000 employees in 60 countries. Steven
McDowell is based in Waterloo, Canada.
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handles the engineering side of localization and internationalization. He handles
the export/import/validation processes
for software resources. He also ﬁnds and
ﬁxes localization and internationalization
bugs in the code. He is also responsible for
DocCommentXchange (http://dcx.sybase.
com), our website for comment-enabled
documentation that is now our primary
documentation delivery system for ﬁve
languages, and for our Eclipse documentation format. He is also responsible
for integrating the context-sensitive
help into the software, so that clicking
Help in a dialog opens the web-based or
locally-installed documentation. One of
our technical writers came to us with a
joint degree in software engineering and
English, a rare and valuable combination.
Along with the software developers, he
co-authors code comments in software
source ﬁles that are used to generate our
API documentation. He works with our
localization engineer on the automated
generation of the API documentation
using Doxygen and XSLT. Currently, about
45% of our 13,000 topics are generated.
We believe that we can drive this percentage higher. Our localization manager for
European languages researched and developed the production infrastructure for
our documentation, using XSLT and XSL/
FO among others. She has implemented
machine translation (MT) for German
using the PangeaMT solution based on the
Moses engine. She is our primary contact
for the TAUS Data Association, and she is
currently working with the documentation team to investigate a commercial
tool to help improve our source documentation with a beneﬁt of improving
translation. Our localization program
manager is currently investigating Sybase
terminology and its management. She
is working with Sybase localization and
documentation teams, considering how to
consolidate terminology in software and
documentation in all languages, and to
develop common terminology processes,
guidelines and structures that work with
all tools and formats that are being used
at Sybase and its vendors. With all of this
innovation going on around me, sometimes I think my greatest contribution is
staying out of the way!
Thicke: How does the cross-functional
nature of your teams impact localization?
McDowell: The localization and documentation teams discuss localization and
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authoring issues jointly. They each have
excellent insight into the other team’s
worlds and they work together to minimize adverse effects on the other team.
The authors often anticipate changes that
might have an adverse effect on localization, and before going ahead with the
change, they contact the localization managers directly to ask about the effect on
localization. With a little back-and-forth
negotiation, the teams usually identify a
way to achieve the documentation team’s
goal without a big localization hit. After
each localization project we have a project
post-mortem (bad name!) to discuss what
went right and what went wrong. The
results are shared with the documentation
team, which reviews processes and tools
to improve the source for the next project.
An example of their cooperation is a style
change to index entries. Thousands of
entries were affected. The translation cost
of this change was potentially high ($30K
for all languages). The localization team
raised the issue with the documentation
team, and some adjustments were made
to the source so that the localization team
could easily adjust the translation memories. The indexing change went ahead with
no increase in translation costs. All of this
happened with zero intervention by me. I
found out about it after it was done. That
works for me.
Thicke: Does localization feed back into
the documentation source?
McDowell: Yes. Since our European
localization manager wrote the XSLT
production processes, she knows our XML
markup inside out. Now the localization
team can make very speciﬁc suggestions
on how to adjust the XML markup and
content to make the documentation
easier to localize. The documentation
team usually jumps right in and implements changes quickly because they truly
understand the impact that their authoring has on localization. An example
is identifying text that should not be
translated, such as code, keywords, and
option names and values. The localization
team asked about tagging these examples clearly. The documentation team
implemented a translate=”no” attribute
and deployed it widely throughout the
source.
Thicke: Sybase is one of the early
integrators of MT. Can you tell us where
you are with this?
McDowell: The localization team
had been discussing MT for years,

but it always seemed to be ﬁve years
away from being practical. Free online
translation tools and their humorous translations seemed to prove the
point. A few years ago, we started
hearing success stories about statistical machine translation (SMT). At the
2009 Localization World conference in
Berlin, our localization manager met
a person from Pangeanic, a Spanish
language service provider (LSP), who
offered to do a proof of concept using
their Moses-based MT engine. We were
a bit skeptical about how it would work
for us, but our manager researched
Moses MT and concluded that it was
worth a try. She worked closely with
Pangeanic, translating documentation
from English to German. The results
were very good (BLEU score of 50). She
recommended that we proceed with
implementing it. The MT engine was
running internally within a month and
our ﬁrst project was completed within
six months.
Thicke: And what results have you seen?
McDowell: We were expecting to go
through a few translation projects and
MT engine training iterations before
saving money. However, we saved money
on the very ﬁrst localization project, even
allowing for the purchase and setup cost
of the MT engine.
Thicke: Tell me more!
McDowell: MT with post-editing was
applied only to new words. Even after
paying for the MT engine training, we
saved about 20% on this ﬁrst project.
We’re expecting even better results after
additional MT engine training.
Thicke: How do the translators feel
about post-editing?
McDowell: Some like it, and some
think it is less efﬁcient than human
translation. We like it because we saw an
average productivity increase of about
50%. For some documents, we saw a
100% increase. To help the translators
move to a more positive attitude toward
post-editing and become even more
productive, we are working to ﬁlter out
the really poor parts of the MT output.
It’s another example of how we approach
collaboration, this time with our vendors
and their translators.
Thicke: Are you considering expanding
your use of MT?
McDowell: Absolutely. After such a
successful ﬁrst project, we are looking to
extend MT to French and Simpliﬁed Chinese.
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Thicke: Full disclosure: you have
spoken to us about Japanese MT. What
issues do you see with MT in that
language?
McDowell: Japanese is such a challenging language for translation. From
research we feel that SMT probably
won’t work very well. We are starting a
proof of concept for Japanese MT using
a SYSTRAN hybrid setup. We talked to
a customer who used this setup and
claimed excellent results. We are very
excited by this project since Japanese is
our most expensive language in terms of
time, effort and cost.
Thicke: How do you integrate multilingualism in your customer support?
McDowell: DocCommentXchange is
localized and has supported localized
documentation for a couple of years.
An upcoming version of DCX has a new
capability that allows a reader to switch
between languages while staying on the
same topic. I think it’s a cool feature, and
we know it will be useful internally for
localization testing and review projects.
We don’t know if customers will ﬁnd this
useful, but I am optimistic that they will.
One reason for implementing it is because
of a long-held belief, almost a mantra:
“English is just another language” — a sign
on my wall says it. We want to show our
customers that the localized documentation is the same content with equally

high quality. They should not think that
they must use English to get a ﬁrst-rate
experience.
Thicke: How else do you show that
“English is just another language”?
McDowell: SQL Anywhere software
is identical for all supported languages.
There is one set of executables at release,
and our bug ﬁx releases are also for all
languages. The software decides when it
starts what language to show, based on
operating system and user settings. If you
don’t like the default behavior, we provide a simple utility to change languages.
The SQL Anywhere database server is
multilingualized, simultaneously supporting connections using various languages
and character sets.
Thicke: How do you manage to release
all languages at the same time? Isn’t
there pressure to get the latest release
out the door?
McDowell: Yes, there is pressure to
get the software released, but we have
excellent support for localization from
senior management and throughout the
engineering team. The engineers take
internationalization and localization
seriously, building it into our software at
every stage. Management allows some
extra time to complete localization. I’d
like to make a plug for XLIFF. If you’re not
using it now, you should be investigating
it. We have 15 or more software resource

Europe & ROW: sales@wordbee.com
USA: usa@wordbee.com
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formats. Our localization engineer implemented ﬁlters to convert them to and
from XLIFF and integrated their automatic
export/import into the daily software
build process. The process takes care of
new, changed and deleted resources across
languages so that the software build
doesn’t break because of something that
we did during translation. It really saves
us much effort, time and money. I can’t
count how many times our localization
managers have said “thank you” and “it’s
great.” We are investigating XLIFF for
documentation, too.
Thicke: Do you simship the documentation too?
McDowell: No. We did simship several
versions ago, but pressure to get the software released quickly caused us to revert
to releasing English documentation simultaneously with the multilingual software.
German, French and Chinese documents
come two to three months later. Our
Japan ofﬁce releases SQL Anywhere on an
independent schedule, so we coordinate
the release with them. Fortunately we
don’t ship documentation on CD anymore.
DocCommentXchange is online. For people
who want locally installed documentation,
we provide downloads for HTML Help,
Eclipse and PDF formats. If localized documents are not yet available, the software
help system opens the English documents. Once the localized documents are
available, the software starts using them
automatically.
Thicke: Going forward, what advances
in localization technology and emerging
methodologies in the industry do you
hope to capitalize on at Sybase?
McDowell: MT seems to be here for real
now, so we are continuing to invest in that
area. We have scheduled more training for
the German MT engine. We are developing
a plan for MT for other languages. MT is a
big factor in our future. We have managed
our processes without translation management or globalization management
systems, but those are on our radar. We
are evaluating authoring tools to improve
our source for both English readers and for
translation. We’re moving cautiously on
these tools because of the acquisition of
Sybase by SAP. We’re learning about what
SAP has in-house and are interested in
working with our SAP colleagues to bring
in the best tools and solutions. I have no
doubt that SAP will bring a new energy
and focus to what our teams do. It’s an
exciting time for us. M
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John Freivalds

World Savvy

I

I am busily involved in writing a memoir on
the life of my wife, Margo, called Till the River
Runs Dry. She spent a lot of time in Thailand and
wrote frequently of Thai dealings with farangs, or
foreigners.

It is generally believed that the word farang originated with the
Indo-Persian word farangi, meaning foreigner, which may come
from the word Frank via the Arabic word ﬁrinjı-yah. Due to the
fact that the Frankish Empire ruled Western Europe for centuries,
the word Frank became deeply associated, by the Eastern Europeans and Middle Easterners, with Latins who professed the Roman
Catholic faith. By another account, the word comes through the
Arabic afranj. Either way, I became familiar with the similar Persian
word faranghi when I worked in Iran. In the 1970s, I, like thousands of faranghi, came to Iran to help build up the economy according to the Shah of Iran’s grand plan. But Iran didn’t need tourism to keep the economy growing — it had oil. When the Shah was
booted, most of the faranghis were booted out as well. Through
the writings of my wife in Thailand and my own experience in the
Middle East during that time, I got extremely interested in etymology. Both words are similar to ﬁrangi in India, for example — also
meaning foreigner. And since all of us are foreign somewhere on
this planet, these are world-savvy terms to be aware of.
Maybe because so many foreigners end up living in Thailand,
there is this volume of written material about the word farang
and its meaning — is it an insult when used by Thais or isn’t it? A
native Thai writing on baheyeldin.com explained it this way: “‘farang’ is a term loosely used to describe white Europeans. Although
the Americans came much later, why not refer to them as Farang
as well? . . . The word ‘farang,’ to me, is neither derogatory or
complimentary to white people. To me, the connotation is roughly
neutral. On the other hand, ‘Ai Lian’ for Italian is deﬁnitely derogatory since it sounds like the word LIAN in Thai, meaning to
overeat or eating so much one wants to throw up.” So there.
Some experts living in Thailand take exception to that. One
blogger wrote “having lived and worked in Thailand for some
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Frankly speaking

time, I dislike being called farang. For me it shows disrespect . . .
I have a name. If you don’t want to know it that’s ﬁne but there
is no need to refer to me by the color of my skin.” Usually when I
hear the word, I hear its negative sense like “farangs can pay more
because they are farangs.” But sometimes people use it intending
to be helpful — my wife recalls a tour bus driver asking all “farang” visiting the Bridge over the River Kwai outside of Bangkok to
sit up front so that he could give them a big spiel on what to see
and what restaurants to visit when they got back to town.
But perhaps the best assessment was to be found in a website
called ThingsAsian.com. Sometimes you can learn more about a
people by studying how it views other people. Compared to Thais we
are exceedingly large — it freaked people out to see my six-foot wife
Margo when she roamed Thailand from Ko Samui to Chiang Mai.
This is what ThingsAsian writes about concerning a Thai’s conception
of farangs: “First of all, farangs are extraordinarily large; this and
their pale skin and variably-colored eyes and hair contribute to their
otherworldliness — and, to many Thais, their resemblance to ghosts.
Farangs are also rich. While it may be true that the income of an
average person of European ancestry far surpasses that of the average Thai, many farangs in Thailand are there precisely because they
have little money. But good luck trying to tell a Thai this. Gouging
foreigners wouldn’t be nearly so much fun if it were known that
often they too have to struggle to make ends meet.”
But this author is not done. “Westerners as experienced by Thais
in Thailand are a world apart from Westerners everywhere else.
Many if not most farangs in Thailand are oddballs, rejects, runaways: hippies, druggies, alcoholics, sex maniacs, beach bums. Asked
to describe a farang, a Thai is likely to imagine one of two creatures:
the odiferous, long-haired backpacker, or the pot-bellied, beet-red
barﬂy. And he may be surprised to learn that he has more in common with the average Westerner — a regular job, a stable family life
— than the average Westerner has in common with farangs.” Are
you ready to go to Thailand for your vacation yet? M
John Freivalds is managing director of the marketing communications
ﬁrm JFA and the marketing representative for his native country, Latvia.
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Off the Map

Careful culturalization
in India

A

Any glance at the current geopolitical landscape
of Asia quickly reveals that there are undeniable movers and shakers within the region. If
asked, most people would readily say that China
is a dominant economic and cultural force in the
region, and they might add Japan as well. Yet
among the quickly emerging economies and inﬂuential geopolitical powers of the region and in fact
the world, India must be considered for not only
its strong position in the information technology
sector and its growing inﬂuence, but its long history and rich cultural heritage.

Along with its emergence as a political and economic force,
India is quickly becoming a larger target market for a wide variety of content being produced in North America and Europe.
While Hindi remains the ofﬁcial language of India (and English
a secondary ofﬁcial language), the government of India has also
granted “ofﬁcial” status to another 22 languages, among the
over 1,000 languages catalogued within the country. Due to the
colonial legacy of the former British Empire, the prevalence of
the English language as the lingua franca of India has become
a critical aspect of the culture’s interoperability. As far as localization efforts, this has the potential of greatly helping external
content to be accessible to much of the Indian population,
while also possibly creating a misperception that Indian English
and thus Indian culture is both homogeneous in nature and
lacking diversity from Western-based English speaking cultures.
Beyond its linguistic complexity, the cultural depth and
diversity of India make content culturalization a formidable
challenge along several dimensions, most notably in the areas
of geopolitics and religion. As with many other locales, the
government of India takes care to protect the cultural image of
its people and practices, in addition to reinforcing the territorial
integrity of the nation as much as possible.
In the category of geopolitics, one of the widely-known
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characteristics of the Indian market is the government regulations regarding the depiction of its geographic territory. This is
due to India’s involvement in one of the most complex geopolitical disputes of our time — the pending resolution of sovereignty over the region known as Jammu and Kashmir, or more
commonly just Kashmir. Currently, India controls about half of
Kashmir, while Pakistan and China maintain control over the
remaining portions. Unfortunately, their respective assertions
of sovereignty over these areas has not been without conﬂict,
as there have been at least three wars and numerous small
conﬂicts fought over the decades following the independence
of India and Pakistan in 1947 and then the formation of the
People’s Republic of China in 1949. The conﬂict zone around
the Siachen Glacier zone in the northern part of Kashmir is
actually one of the most volatile areas in the world; no boundary has ever been demarcated there amidst the barren, highaltitude landscape of the Karakoram Mountains.
Obviously, this issue is quite sensitive on the larger geopolitical scale, but it’s also contentious for content producers,
particularly those who must create or manage cartographic
content. Like many other countries, India has long reinforced
its territorial perspective via maps, with strict local guidelines
for cartographic representations, especially when it concerns
the disputed Kashmir region. Maps that are intended for use
within India must show the entire disputed Kashmir region
as wholly Indian territory with no ambiguity. In addition, any
other border dispute with its neighbors must likewise be shown
as undisputed Indian territory. This includes numerous minor
disputes along the border with Pakistan, Bangladesh and China
(including, with the latter, a major dispute over much of the
Indian-controlled state of Arunachal Pradesh). Put simply, India
doesn’t recognize or permit any of its territorial disputes to be
considered as “disputed.” India is undoubtedly overt about its

Kate Edwards is a geographer and the principal consultant of
Englobe, a Seattle-based consultancy for geocultural intelligence
and content strategy. Previously, Kate spent over 13 years at
Microsoft as a geographer and its senior geopolitical strategist.
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strict cartographic control, but it’s not
alone. China has likewise been quite
aggressive about reinforcing its local
perception of sovereignty over areas
like the Aksai Chin portion of Kashmir,
Taiwan and the South China Sea.
The problem with content laws and
regulations like the Kashmir example
in India is that any form of content
exclusivity can be a major hindrance
for content developers. Most companies
would like to be able to leverage their
non-linguistic content across as many
locales as possible, primarily for the
sake of saving additional culturalization
costs. However, when a speciﬁc country
introduces requirements that make its
locale an exception, it forces companies
to make decisions about the viability of
that market. So it essentially requires
businesses and content developers to
balance the potential risks and rewards
of choosing to spend the extra time
and money to create a unique map for
a single locale. As one should surmise,
this discussion can pertain to any kind of
content, not just a map.
Is there any way around such strict
requirements? Unfortunately not, for if
a business wishes to distribute a product
that contains a map in India or China,
it must conform to these governments’
expectations or else face immediate
sanctions. And when it comes to an issue
like Kashmir, the expectations of these
two governments are completely incompatible, requiring a unique culturalized
version for each locale. The potential
beneﬁt is that if the product absolutely requires a map, it will be properly
culturalized for that single locale and it
may increase local appeal, especially in
conjunction with proper language localization. The key is to weigh the chosen
solution against the company’s goals and
distribution policies, and determine if the
return on investment and the potentially
improved government relations are
worth the effort. With markets of such
great potential as India and China, most
companies opt to make the necessary
customizations.
But geopolitics is only part of the
challenge of content distribution in
India. Along with the great linguistic and
cultural diversity of the country comes a
tremendous diversity in faiths and belief
systems. In fact, as the birthplace of four
of the world’s major religions — Buddhism, Hinduism, Jainism and Sikhism
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Figure 1: The action of Hitman 2 within the Sikh Golden Temple.
© Eidos Interactive

— religion has been a prevalent force that
has shaped the culture and people of
the region. Generally speaking, a society
based on sacred tenets is potentially less
ﬂexible to content that deviates from the
expected context because they are following the expectations of a higher standard.
One example previously mentioned
in this column relates well to the
religious factor, and that is the 2009
video game Fallout 3. In its setting of a
post-apocalyptic Washington, D.C., the
developers included a creature that was
called a brahmin, which was essentially
a mutated, two-headed Brahman bull.
In the Hindu faith, Brahman cattle are
sacred as the earthly representation of
the goddess Kamadhenu and some state
governments in India have altogether
banned or severely restricted their
slaughter. A similar example arose in
another video game project in which I
was involved some years back (the name
of which I’m withholding for conﬁdentiality reasons). During the development
process, one of the “boss” characters
in the game — a formidable enemy for
the player to ﬁght — closely resembled
the Hindu god Ganesha, which is highly
revered and typically appears as an
anthropomorphic elephant with four
arms. The similarity between the boss
and Ganesha were far too close, so various modiﬁcations to the character were

enacted to avoid any overt association
with most typical depictions of Ganesha.
In the video game Hitman 2 (Figure 1)
from 2002, the game’s plot took the
player to the Harmandir Sahib (the
Golden Temple) in Amritsar, India — the
sacred center of the Sikh religion. The
game’s violent action included combat
within the temple itself and even ﬁghting and killing Sikhs in the course of the
gameplay. After a furor of protest arose
from the Sikh community, the game
developer apologized and agreed to
remove the offensive scenes.
While space prevents me from going
into a myriad of other examples, the
primary point with India and other
countries with a similar level of amazing linguistic, religious and political
diversity is that such locales are more
challenging than most people realize.
Perhaps due to either perceptions made
at a distance or the leveraging of
stereotypical viewpoints, it’s easy to
think in a market such as India that
everyone speaks English and/or Hindi,
everyone is a Hindu, and so on. India is a
good example where not only is careful culturalization a necessary practice,
but even subnational culturalization is a
likely consideration if a company wants
to reach speciﬁc groups within the country — depending, of course, on the type
of content and the product. M
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Region Focus

Translation needs in India,
present and future
Bob Myers

V

Visit the panasonic.co.in website, and you will
ﬁnd no language menu. There is only one language: English. You can shop for cameras, televisions, washing machines and hair dryers here,
but not even in Hindi, the ofﬁcial language of
India as enshrined in the 1950 constitution and
spoken by half a billion people or more, depending on who is counting. Nor should you think
that Panasonic is merely being lazy; sony.co.in is
also solely in English.

Now go into a Panasonic store. You
may ﬁnd posters and informational
displays in the local language, which in
the case of Bangalore, the “IT capital of
India,” is Kannada, written in the curly,
whirly script shown here. Kannada, by
the way, is among the 25 most widely
spoken languages in the world, with 60 million speakers. However, when you buy a camera from the Panasonic
store in Bangalore and open the box, the manuals are in English
and English only.
The reason is simple: The economic stratum that can afford
to pay 20,000 rupees (around $400) for a camera — a monthly
income that would put you squarely in the lower middle class
in India in terms of lifestyle — is completely English-educated.
They require no Hindi or other local language documentation,
and would not use them even if they were provided.
Welcome to India’s unique intertangled strands of economics, societal standing and language. The social classes with the

Bob Myers is a grizzled veteran of the
localization wars. He currently serves as CEO of
Bangalore-based Valuepoint Knowledgeworks,
a leader in pan-Indian language solutions and
language process outsourcing services.
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resources to purchase modern consumer goods are well educated in English. The lower classes without the English skills do
not have the purchasing power.
Then, of course, there is the lowest layer of the pyramid that
cannot read anything in any language — the illiterates. The
southwestern Indian state Karnataka, whose capital is Bangalore, has a literacy rate of an abysmal 70%, although this has
gone up ten points in the last ten years. Males are about 10%
higher, females 10% lower. This is not surprising when one considers that as many as half of the children do not actually attend
school. Just drive the streets of Bangalore to see the unschooled
half-naked children playing in the homeless encampments. The
children who do attend often show extremely poor performance
on basic skills. Many are unable to read a simple story or solve
a simple division problem such as three digits divided by one
digit. Although the Indian economy is growing at close to 10%
per year, not far behind the growth rate of China, literacy is
far behind China’s 90+%. According to a UNESCO report from
2008, India has over 35% of the world’s total illiterate population. 35% of schools don’t have infrastructure such as blackboards and furniture; close to 90% have no functional toilets;
and half have leaking roofs or no water supply.
Nobel prize-winning economist Amartya Sen published an
article in the New York Review of Books in May 2011 bemoaning India’s shortcomings in not only literacy but also life expectancy (64 vs. 73 in China), infant mortality (65 per thousand
vs. 19 per thousand), child malnutrition (as much as 50% vs.
close to 0% in China) and spending on health (1% of gross
domestic product vs. 2% in China). On the other hand, India has
a vibrant, if noisy, democracy and unfettered internet access, in
sharp contrast to some other countries.
The lack of a localized website for Panasonic or Sony is no
indication of a small or stagnant market for their products. On
the contrary, digital camera sales, to take just one example, are
growing in the neighborhood of 50% per year, bringing annual
digital camera sales in India into the single-digit millions. More
and more people have more than one camera, and buyers are
moving upscale to higher resolutions and better performance.
Soon, 10% of Indians will have digital cameras, but this is the
same 10% with solid English skills and thus little need for localized products.
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Figure 1: India’s wireless subscriber base, in millions.

Technology
India has 850 million mobile phone
subscribers, growing by 20 million subscribers per month (25% per annum) and
expected to reach 1.1 billion in the near
future (Figure 1), close to 100% penetration. This means almost everyone except
the desperately poor will have a phone,
and many will have more than one.
Indian manufacturers such as Beetel are
popping up, providing low-cost phones to
the masses. Growth is especially notable
in the rural areas, where the handset of
choice might cost as little as 2,500 rupees
($50).
Some phones come with localized features such as a traditional Hindu calendar,
giving details of Hindu festivals, lunar
positions, auspicious days and details of
tithi (lunar days, which start and end at
different times of the day; for instance,
Chaturthi is the fourth lunar day, said to be
good for the destruction of one’s enemies,
the removal of obstacles and acts of combat). The Spice S-5330 is equipped with
such features and is priced at 2,799 rupees.
The Beetel GD 470 also features Indian
holidays. But these phones are all low-end.
The installed base of smartphones — far
out of reach for the vast majority of Indian
consumers — is far under 10% although it
is growing rapidly and should quintuple
over the next three to ﬁve years as prices
drop and incomes rise.
But these low-end phones have little
if any localization requirements. Most of
these phones’ minimal user interface is in
English, as is the website of leading provider Airtel, with 250 million subscribers.
Users text in English or in a romanized
version of their native language. Some
phones add the ability to handle an
Indian language for texting. Domestic
manufacturer Micromax includes Panini
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keypad software on their phones, saying
in the announcement that “support for
Indian languages will open a new market
for value added services and content consumption as people currently do not use
them as they are not familiar with English
language.” Panini (www.paninikeypad.
com) displays a virtual keypad mapping
the letters on the physical keypad to letters in Hindi or any other language, the
letters displayed based on predictions of
the likely next character (Figure 2).
Given low literacy levels and low internet penetration but a lot of dumb mobile
phones, is there any leapfrog technology
that could connect people? IBM has proposed its innovative Hyperspeech Transfer
Protocol, an HTTP analog that enables

Figure 2: Panini’s virtual keypad.

hyperlinked voice applications, a kind of
voice-response system on steroids. “People
will talk to the Web and the Web will
respond. It will work on mobile phones
where people can simply create their voice
sites,” notes IBM India Research Laboratory
associate director Manish Gupta. “Given
India’s position as the fastest growing
mobile phone market in the world, this
new protocol may be particularly useful in
India, where mobile phone sales are booming despite our current economic crisis,”
comments The Economic Times, which ran
an article on this technology. However, this
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intriguing idea has yet to gain meaningful traction.
Internet penetration per capita
in India is one of the lowest in the
world at under 10% of the population, yet the country’s 100 million
users place India in the top three
nations of the world. But the connections are slow. Less than 20 million
have broadband connections, one of
the lowest percentages in the world.
The causes include an inefﬁcient and
fragmented ISP industry, as well as
metered billing. My own ISP drops
me down to near dial-up speeds after
I consume 20 gigabytes of bandwidth
per month, then asks me to pay 50
rupees per hour for continued highspeed service.
Google.in is available in Hindi,
Bengali, Telugu, Marathi, Tamil,
Gujarati, Kannada, Malayalam and
Punjabi. Google Translate recently
announced support for ﬁve more
Indian languages: Bengali, Gujarati,
Kannada, Tamil and Telugu, having
already offered support for Hindi and
Urdu. It emphasized the alpha nature
of the service, with the odd comment that
“Indic languages differ from English in
many ways,” including word order and
their agglutinative nature. Well, yes, other
languages do indeed differ from English
in many ways. Google also provides
a transliteration capability, including
Nepali and Sanskrit, available both on
Google Translate, as well as Gmail (www.
google.com/transliterate).
But Google has never been big on
return on investment. Its efforts in providing Indian language support are best
viewed as part of a strategy of building
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of Goa), Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya,
Punjabi, Tamil and Telugu. Windows
Live supports Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Tamil and
Telugu. Microsoft also offers its own
Indic language input tool. It further
sponsors Project Bhasha (meaning
language in Sanskrit), a “language
computing
community
portal.”
According to Microsoft, “Project Bhasha is a key milestone in Microsoft’s
effort to stimulate local language
computing and take IT to the masses,
driven by the fact that 95 percent of
Indians use their local language rather
than English in their work and personal life.” It is a cohesive program for
bringing together the governments,
academia,
research
institutions,
local independent software vendors,
developers and industry associations
on a common ground for promoting
local language computing — a noble
endeavor to be sure, but a steep climb.
Whatever the merits or beneﬁts
of their initiatives around Indic languages, both Google and Microsoft
Figure 3: Hindi translation of a Tintin comic book.
have without a doubt contributed to
a regional language computing culture,
the development of the localization and
which will position it well in the next
translation industry in India by playing
decade — namely, growing a stratum of
the role of the smart client. They insist
users searching in local languages that ads
that its vendors use modern language
can be served. This is also the background
processes and technologies, even if in
for the Google-driven project to translate
many cases the work they contract goes
Wikipedia content into Hindi as a way to
through global translation monoliths that
“seed” the web with regional language
take their cut before handing it off to local
content and jump-start the process.
Indian ﬁrms that actually do the work.
Microsoft has done Google one better
Entertainment
by localizing Windows and Ofﬁce wholly
Recently The Lion King 3 was released
or partially into 12 Indian languages,
in India, but only in English or dubbed
among them Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati,
in Hindi. I asked my colleague if he was
Hindi, Kannada, Konkani (the language
going to take his son to see the movie —
the child’s native language is Kannada —
and learned that the boy was completely
comfortable listening to a Hindi ﬁlm,
even though he is just beginning elementary school and has ofﬁcially learned no
Hindi; just hearing Hindi on television
and being exposed to some spoken Hindi
has done the trick. So there is no particular need to dub this movie into Kannada for him. And families with children
without this level of exposure to Hindi
probably don’t have enough money to go
to movies in the ﬁrst place.
The dubbing of foreign ﬁlms into
languages other than Hindi is limited to
top-tier languages such as Telugu (the
third-ranked language in India, after Hindi
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and Bengali). The dubbed ﬁlms target
the less urban areas where English is not
widely spoken; the urban centers get the
English versions. The increasing number
of dubbed ﬁlms represents an attempt by
Hollywood to take more market share from
the insanely popular Bollywood movies
(there is also Tollywood for Telugu ﬁlms,
Sandalwood for Kannada ﬁlms and many
other “woods”). Spiderman 3 shipped 261
Hindi prints — more than its 162 English
prints to India — in addition to 78 in Tamil,
81 in Telugu and six in Bhojpuri, a Hindi
variant spoken in eastern India. Pirates of
the Caribbean III shipped only 80 English
prints vs. nearly 500 in regional languages.
In the area of printed entertainment,
the famed Belgian comic book series The
Adventures of Tintin has been translated
into Hindi (Figure 3). Previously, Tintin
television shows had been dubbed into
Hindi, Bengali, Tamil and Malayalam. The
distributor noted, “This group may not be
ﬂuent in English, but they want to try out
new things and have the money to pay for
them.” Tintin fans will want to know that
although Tintin remains Tintin in Hindi,
detectives Thompson and Thompson are
now Santu and Bantu.
It is worthy of note that the Tintin
translation explicitly targeted rural readers, just as the dubbed movies target the
rural viewers or, to be accurate, readers
and viewers in smaller towns. In fact,
the face of new Indian consumerism that
brings into the lower middle class those
without English skills is exactly the villages, where more than two-thirds of
Indians still live. The consumer demand
from rural areas is growing toward 50%,
as the beneﬁts of liberalization trickle
down. The urban-rural income gap has
steadily declined, with economic growth
in rural areas nearly 40% greater than in
the cities. Products such as Tata Motors’
Nano, the world’s cheapest car at about
1 lakh rupees (100,000 or $2,000) directtarget the rural demographic.

Low-income translation
In India, the top 10% of the population has one-third of the income. 75% of
households have annual incomes of less
than 90,000 rupees. One can either view
this huge swath of Indian society as a lost
cause for localization and translation or as
a massive source of future demand.
A recent article in Harvard Business
Review discussed how multinational companies could succeed by segmenting the
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pyramid of living standards and adapting
their strategies to each. The authors identiﬁed a class of extremely poor workers
making less than $1 a day and lacking
basic necessities, and a poorly-educated
subsistence class making $1 to $3 per
day. The needs of both lie in the area of
health and education. Those making $3
to $5 a day are somewhat more educated
and with regular incomes; they are the
class where ownership of mobile phones
begins, as well as bicycles and televisions. In addition to health and education
needs, they are at the point where they
can beneﬁt from credit and other ﬁnancial services.
Speaking of ﬁnancial services, India
is one of the most under-banked major
markets in the world, with only about
30% of the population having access
to a bank account, according to the
World Bank. The insurance segment is
also woefully underdeveloped. There is
meaningful opportunity for the translation of materials about banking services
as this sector grows in tandem with
India’s economic progress.
From a Western perspective, the Indian
health system, if one can call it that, is a
disaster. In addition to the sky-high infant
mortality rates mentioned previously,
India accounts for 20% of all tuberculosis cases worldwide, with 300,000 dying
from the disease each year. A distinct

minority of Indians has health insurance and many must borrow money or
pawn their belongings to pay for medical
expenses. Basic information about health
issues such as diabetes is in short supply,
a problem exacerbated by illiteracy.
Rather than worrying about localizing web-based e-mail systems or shiny
gadgets or car parts manuals, localizers
might turn their eyes toward the need for
health information in regional languages,
be it information about health practices,
medications or health care. Health-related
translation demand is likely to grow exponentially in the coming years as India’s
spending on health edges closer to that of
China, for example.
As can be seen, in the overall context
of the translation needs that are emerging in the course of India’s modernization, educational materials must rank
near the top in terms of importance.
Although e-learning translation is one
of the major segments worldwide for the
languages business, with many global
players claiming it as a specialty, education, in particular K-12 in regional Indian
languages, is a strategic imperative supported and funded by both the central
and state governments. The majority of
such education materials are delivered
via multimedia platforms that require
the language services provider to also be
capable of transcription, voice recording,
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subtitling, dubbing and sound editing,
while translating materials to the desired
grade level. Translation companies thus
have the unique opportunity to both
build a robust education business by also
helping to build the India of the future —
a claim that is harder to make if you’re
translating router manuals, for example.

Future of localization in India
We are localizers and translators. Our
business depends for its existence on the
need to translate content in one language
into another. We have become comfortable
with different proﬁles of language competency vs. target audience vs. economics.
For example, perhaps fewer products need
localization in Dutch since many people in
The Netherlands speak English better than
some native speakers in the United States.
Or in Japan, all consumer products need
localization but some enterprise or data
center products do not. But what is one to
make of a country such as India where the
people who have the economic resources
to purchase the products or services we
are trying to localize already, by deﬁnition, speak — even prefer — the original
source language?
But posing the question this way hides
an implicit assumption that the main
thing translation companies translate is
software applications, websites, hardware
manuals or consumer devices. Yes, those
requirements will come over time; but
meanwhile, translators need to focus on
where India’s true needs lie at this stage —
in its development, health and education
being two of the most important.
I have heard estimates for the size of
the Indian language translation market at
$500 million, with expectation that it will
double in the next three to ﬁve years. I
am no market analyst, but these numbers
sound low to me. Having said that, the
translation business here has a long way
to progress. First, there is only a weak
notion of the professional translator who
takes responsibility for the quality and
timeliness of his or her work. Second, the
industry is even more fragmented than in
the West, with more smaller, managerially
immature players. Finally, knowledge of
language technologies is still rudimentary. But I am ﬁrmly convinced that
major Indian players will emerge to drive
the growth of the Indian translation business in terms of both size and expertise,
to meet the current and future needs of
India’s economic trajectory. M
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Sandeep Nulkar

I

India stood tall amidst the ﬁnancial ruins of
2008 in the company of only a few other countries. A gross domestic product growth rate of
6.7%, braving global recession, had a subtext
that not many in the language industry seem to
have understood. For one thing, this growth was
achieved backed by a strong domestic demand,
not to mention the demographic composition of
the consumer.

In an economy that opened its doors to the world a little
over two decades ago, this demand is being met, even today, not
only by Indian companies but also by companies from every
conceivable corner on the face of this earth. And while reaching
out to the Japanese in Japanese and the Chinese in Chinese
forms part of every communication strategy in every boardroom worth its salt, the thought of reaching out to Indians in
Indian languages only crosses that rare business mind. Perhaps
there are far too many Indian languages for anybody to care.
But consider this: not very long ago, the largest number of
the Mercedes-Benz cars in the state of Maharashtra were sold
neither in Mumbai, which is the ﬁnancial capital of India, nor
in Pune, a vibrant city known for its bustling industrial activity. They were sold in the little-known town of Aurangabad,
where the predominant language is Marathi. A group of people
from Aurangabad bought, not one, not two, but a whopping 180
Mercedes-Benz cars in one go. Similarly, even the close to 100
million mobile phones that Indians buy every year are bought
not always by those who speak English but increasingly by those
who speak one of the many other prevalent Indian languages.
Close to 72% of India’s population lives in rural areas, not
exactly the best of places to ﬁnd people with the most impeccable of English language skills. Statistics show that the number
of English speakers in India stands at only a little over 11%, and
although India ranks fourth in the world with 81 million inter-
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India offers new
business opportunities

net users, that number is barely 7% of India’s total population.
The remaining 93% of the people are unable to use the internet
not because it has not reached them, but because for the most
part it is not accessible to them in their language. Reality actually suggests that the business world is speaking to India in a
language that it does not quite understand or use by choice.
Let us say that one Mr. Satish Kumar, a Hindi-speaking
gentleman from the interiors of Uttar Pradesh, wants to buy a
car. He starts scanning through newspaper advertisements and
the many offerings that dot the landscape of any Indian city,
in the hope of acquiring more information about cars and the
current deals offered. To his not-so-utter surprise, they are all in
a mixture of Hindi and English, better known in India today as
Hinglish. He then decides to check out the internet, only to ﬁnd
that not only are the websites of most companies available only
in English, but even websites that review products (cars, in this
case) are also mostly monolingual (read: English). He chooses to
ignore this linguistic marginalization and goes ahead and buys
a car. He is pleased and excited about his new purchase and
decides to spend some time that evening reading the manual
of his car so that he can get to know it a little better. But alas!
Even the user manual is in English, a language that he barely
manages to understand.
There are millions of Mr. Kumars out there buying a great
number of products, and their linguistic plight only points to a
dichotomy. While manufacturers the world over want a share
of the Indian pie, not all of them are making an effort to reach
out to Indian consumers in their languages. Most attempts
at using Indian languages are mostly limited to advertising.

Sandeep Nulkar started his career as a translator in
1993 and is head of BITS Private Limited in India.
Over the past decade he has been working closely
with the corporate world, with students and with
the academia in India to create an identity for the
Indian translator within and outside the country.
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However, from automobiles, electronics
and medicines to food, shelter and clothing, the average Indian is buying something. Billions of rupees are being spent
on the best of products, but product
documentation is not always available
in regional languages.
No offense meant, none taken. We
Indians get what we seek. If the globetrotting, English-speaking Indian gives
the impression that India speaks English,
the business world can be forgiven for
its folly. What is at best a colonial hangover is precariously deceptive in its very
essence. And though the well-educated
English-speaking socialites of every New
Delhi and Mumbaiesque city might come
across as representative samples of markets that global majors would like to tap,
cities do not make India. Villages and
smaller towns do, and so do the millions
who throng to cities to earn their livelihood, only to repatriate most of their
money back home. The real consumer
is therefore the ordinary Indian whose
buying power is increasing with every
passing day and who is not necessarily
well educated and certainly not always at
ease with English. Indian consumers are
waiting to be pampered and addressed
in their own language. So what does
that mean to language service providers (LSPs)? Well, to begin with, it means
newer ways to tap business opportunities.
Of course, this is not ready business. Your
existing and potential customers who
might have an eye on the Indian market
are not even aware they need to speak to
Indians in Indian languages and perhaps
the Indian consumer doesn’t believe in
any such luck either. But that is where
the opportunity actually lies.
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There is a popular anecdote that
makes the rounds in Indian management
schools. A CEO of a popular footwear
company, it seems, sent his sales head
to a certain country in Africa to see if
there was any potential for this footwear
in that part of the world. After some
extensive traveling and discussions with
various people, the sales head submitted
his report that said there didn’t seem to
be too much of a demand because not
many people in that country wore footwear in the ﬁrst place. Putting the report
down, the CEO said, “Well, it looks like a
great market to me! All you need to do
is educate people about the beneﬁts of
using footwear and then introduce our
brand.” In under a year, the company’s
revenue shot up by a good 200% with
this African country making the single
largest contribution.
Even if this is, perhaps, only an anecdote, if used as an analogy, there are some
thought-provoking lessons to be learned.
At a time when LSPs are struggling to
remain competitive, retain customers
and offer greater value, this could open
up a potentially untapped market of over
1.2 billion people. The over two dozen
ofﬁcial languages that the people speak
can be used as an effective tool to make
signiﬁcant inroads in the public psyche.
Today, it is rare to ﬁnd a country that
has nothing to do with India. Businesses
in your country are either buying from
India or selling in India. LSPs only need
to ﬁrst identify and then initiate a dialogue with such customers. A novel sales
pitch has to be devised to drive home
the importance of making documentation available in Indian languages when
selling in India. Thanks to technological

advancements, even Indian scripts are
compatible with the various software
and technologies that LSPs use, just like
any other language. And then again, it
is rare to ﬁnd a country where Indians
have not settled.
The good news is that LSPs do not
need to start from scratch. The winds of
change have begun to blow. Slowly but
steadily, businesses are waking up to the
idea of speaking to Indian consumers
in Indian languages. Even if they form
a small majority, their number can be
compared to practically only a handful a few years ago. A world-renowned
tractor manufacturer from the private
sector chose to translate all its online
training modules and sales literature
into all major Indian languages. Farmers
and dealers in villages being their target
market, they thought it would help them
sell more. And it did! Even the public
sector is not lagging far behind. The
MCX Commodity Index is now available
in 11 Indian languages, thereby making
it possible for more Indians to use it.
However, this is only one side of
the proverbial coin because we are still
talking about LSPs ﬁnding potential
customers in only those who are looking
at entering the Indian market. But what
about Indian companies that are looking to go global? According to the SME
Chamber of India, there are a staggering 30 million small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in India operating in
the manufacturing as well as the service
sectors with potentially another 12 million that will be added in the next three
years. What could potentially be of great
relevance and importance to LSPs the
world over in this piece of news is the fact
that these SMEs contribute an extremely
healthy 40% to the total exports of the
country. Viewed from a global perspective, that would mean a potential market
of over 40 million businesses for LSPs,
because no export-intensive Indian SME
can actually afford to have a monolingual business or product.
But reality on the ground paints a
very different picture. It is not uncommon to ﬁnd Indian SMEs desperately
concealing their linguistic discomfort,
selling products at international trade
fairs, hoping the quality of their products will do the trick. There is an SME at
probably every nook and corner of India.
These companies typically have great
ideas and great products but only basic
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packaging. Language as a component of
packaging is usually most conspicuous
by its absence, ensuring that these offerings stay largely local in their reach and
appeal.
Monolingual SMEs have, for a long
time, also been the true torchbearers of
innovation in India. Take the case of
ReliScore, a portal started by two exIIT students. Finding the right person
is always a challenge in the corporate
world. Resumes and grades, on the
basis of which employers form their
judgments, can both be equally deceptive. However, there are a signiﬁcant
number of candidates out there who are
good at what they do and yet are never
discovered only because they have not
been able to perform well in exams,
have frozen during HR interviews or are
proud owners of unimpressive resumes.
Now, this is not really an Indian problem. I have been present when dozens
of employers in the western world complained about this very problem. This

is where ReliScore offers a great ﬁt. It
offers a seamless platform for professionals to showcase their skills to potential employers. I’m just wondering if the
people at ReliScore ever considered that
employers and potential employees in
the whole of Europe could be a potential
market for their portal, should it ever be
localized into a few European languages.
As opposed to ReliScore, take the
example of Multi Crafts, an SME in the
business of manufacturing high-quality
ﬁber reinforced composite laminates.
The owners had their eyes set on the
European market. The LSP suggested
ﬁrst localizing the website and other
sales literature into Italian, the language
of their primary market. The LSP also
suggested writing the ﬁrst paragraph
of the sales e-mail in Italian. The ﬁrst
paragraph said that there was nobody in
the organization who could speak Italian but that potential customers in Italy
could read about the company’s products
on its website in Italian, and though

the staff would prefer to correspond in
English, they welcomed any e-mails that
were written in Italian. In two quarters,
the company registered an impressive
30% increase in the number of enquiries
from Italy in particular and Europe in
general. Its website is now localized into
two more European languages.
So, clearly, there is a world of opportunity knocking at the doors of LSPs, even
in these times of ﬁnancial turmoil. If some
markets have stagnated, some others have
opened up. The story of India could be
the story of, pretty much, any emerging
market in the world. Much like that intelligent investor who buys when markets
fall and then buys some more when they
fall some more, LSPs must make the most
of these difﬁcult times to explore new
markets and acquire newer customers.
And although the Brazilian samba, Russian roulette and the Chinese dragon are
all thrilling options, there is nothing quite
like embarking on this exciting odyssey
by riding the Indian elephant! M
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India: Many languages,
one emerging market
Elanna Mariniello, Matthias Steiert & Afaf Steiert

T

The Indian translation industry is a $500 million market and is expected to increase drastically within the coming three years. This may
come as a shock to some; however, both the
general industry and translation in India have
been creeping into the forefront of global business recently. In 2010, Reuters’ Alastair Sharp
pointed to the fact that both Google and Microsoft placed Arabic and Hindi in their top ten languages that need prioritized attention. As stated
by Ram Kesarwani, the director of Translation
India, “one of the most important criteria for
ﬂourishing commercial activity in any state or
country is easing the language barrier.” Industry
and translation go hand in hand.

Logically, it makes perfect sense: An emerging market
calls for the translation of documents and reports, speeches
and procedures, articles and literature. It is not, however, the
most logical jump to consider a growing market in conjunction with the expansion of its translation industry. In fact, it is
overwhelmingly taken for granted. The general public expects to
receive breaking news on the market trends in India in their own
language without considering the transformative gap the information had to travel through. They expect answers to political
dilemmas, detailed government policies, technology advice and
support, and even instantaneous Twitter updates.
The Indian translation industry is especially interesting to
analyze, as the general industry has reached a certain level of

maturity over the past few years. Invest in India, an online platform dedicated to promoting lucrative investment opportunities
in the country, states in “Language and Translation Industry of
India: A Historical Perspective” that “Tier II and III cities in India
have a huge potential for investments in the emerging outsourcing market, IT, offshoring and retail and real estate development areas. With a GDP growth expected to trail at 8% over this
decade, India stands to beneﬁt from the rapid development of
these emerging economic sectors.” This is in opposition to many
countries that are showing slowing gross domestic product (GDP)
growth (Figure 1). Businessweek has called India an “emerging giant” and asserted that over the next decade, developing
nations’ share of world GDP is expected to grow from one-ﬁfth
to one-third. During the next two decades, China, India, Brazil
and Russia alone will add to their populations about 225 million
consumers who earn at least $15,000 a year.
While the growth of the Indian market has received noticeable
attention, the growth of translation has been publicized less to
the general public and more within the translation community.
10.0
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Figure 1: GDP growth outlook and percentages, 2010 and 2011.

Elanna Mariniello (left) began working with Afaf Translations in 2010. Matthias Steiert
(center), cofounder of Afaf Translations, specializes in German pharmaceutical translations.
He holds a Ph.D. in biochemistry from the University of Basel. Afaf Steiert (right), president
and cofounder of Afaf Translations, works as a conference Arabic interpreter and translator.
She holds an M.Sc. in molecular biology from the University of Basel.
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Those within the community know that
the Indian translation market is looking
toward quite a steady growth. The Hindu
reﬂects that the industry “is regarded as
a great consumer base and especially as
more and more multinational companies
are setting up shop here and the need to
speak the language of the local populace is
being felt more strongly than ever before.”
At the same time, the fact that English is extensively spoken throughout the
country provides a strong base for the
Indian translation industry to expand its
services into delivering translations from
and into English and many different target
languages. In fact, Nascom reports that
India is one of the most popular locations
for business process outsourcing and IT
outsourcing. In an article dedicated to the
history of the Indian translation industry,
leading translator Ravi Kumar cites that
both types of outsourcing were even
predicted to grow ten-fold between 2007
and 2010. The overwhelming presence of
foreign companies in India has created an
increased need for English speakers, translations into English, and translations from
English into a variety of Indian languages
and dialects.
The historical development of translation in India was borne precisely out of
this linguistic diversity (Figure 2). At the
moment, Standard Hindi is the ofﬁcial
principal language of India, with English
coming in as the second. In 1961, statistics showed that India had roughly 1,652
mother tongues. While this was the ofﬁcial
number, it didn’t take into consideration
a number of mother tongues that were
unclassiﬁable or unidentiﬁable. Kumar
astutely mentions that “linguistically, India
is made up of many mini-Indias.” With
such a vast variety of languages spoken,
the need for translation was undeniable,
even 50 years ago. More prominent translation services began to emerge in India in
the late 1990s as ease of communication
improved, mainly due to the internet. Prior
to the internet boom, linguists and translators had to work more diligently to ﬁnd
work, often traveling farther for work and
without the help of online translation tools.
The Indian government took notice
of this linguistic diversity as well. Kumar
related that it inititated a language policy
to create a system of protocols for language use within the public sphere: “The
Language Policy of India relating to
the use of languages in administration,
education, judiciary, legislature, mass
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communication, etc., is pluralistic in its
scope. It is both language-development
oriented and language-survival oriented.
The policy is intended to encourage the
citizens to use their mother tongue in
certain delineated levels and domains
through some gradual processes, but the
stated goal of the policy is to help all
languages to develop into ﬁt vehicles of
communication at their designated areas
of use, irrespective of their nature or status like major, minor, or tribal languages.”
In essence, it’s a policy that promotes the
use of all languages, without attention to
language preferences or those languages
that are more prevalent in society.
In addition, the Central Institute of
Indian Languages introduced a plan for
the National Translation Mission (NTM),
which is aimed toward concentrating all
vital translations in a central location.
The NTM provides tools for translation,
and a system of evaluation for gauging language proﬁciency in a variety of
Indian languages. The website is currently

in 23 languages, and its mission states
that NTM fulﬁlls a “government of India
initiative to make knowledge-based texts
accessible in all Indian languages listed
in the VIII schedule of the Constitution
through translation.” They also focus
upon improving translation tools, helping
translators become accredited, and awarding educational grants and scholarships.
Aside from the NTM and the emerging economy, the growth of the Indian
translation industry cannot be considered separately from the establishment
of a very important organization: the
Indian Translators Association. The
organization has played a driving role
in the Indian translation industry and
has forced the general public to redeﬁne
and reassess the importance of the profession. While the general industry has
slowly crept forward in the global marketplace, a team of determined translators watched as the translation industry
began to follow suit. They decided that
ofﬁcial recognition as an entity was an

Agility
It’s about the speed, isn’t it?
Today’s competition is about getting
your products or content to your global
customers faster. Rapid development
leads to very short release cycles,
and almost instantaneous publication.
Use our agile localization best practices
to accelerate your localization process
and jump ahead of the curve.
And remember, you don’t need to
be purely “Agile” to be truly agile.

www.moraviaworldwide.com/agile-localization
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important step toward the development
of the sector.
The original idea, set forth by the
association’s founder Ravi Kumar, was to
unite language professionals. He wanted to
create a forum through which translators
could share ideas and support one another.
The ﬁrst step was to create a Translators Initiative, a forum through which
members of the translation community
could work together to draft a proposal
for the Translators Association. Following
a 2005 meeting with the members of the
initiative, a proposal was drafted, and the
Indian Translators Association was ofﬁcially recognized on December 19, 2006.
The association has gone full speed ahead
since its 2006 inception. Its website boasts
that the association has “developed relations with leading translator associations
at regional, national and international
levels with a view to exchange information as well as develop relations that help
in the up-gradation of translation as well
as technological skills of its members and
converge on areas of mutual interests.” It
has grown drastically since its inception
ﬁve years ago, and it held a conference in
New Delhi entitled “The Role of Translation in Nation Building, Nationalism, and
Supra-Nationalism” in December 2010.
As with any emerging market, there
are still struggles to be overcome on the
path toward India’s future growth. These
challenges include a perceived lack of
organization, lack of professionalism and
a continued effort to master the English
language. Despite these challenges, the
statistics, reports, articles and associations all reﬂect the same deﬁning factor:
growth. M
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As India continues to grow as a world economic power, language industry professionals
and business people who work for companies
with global communications needs are becoming increasingly aware of the need to learn Hindi
and Marathi.

Region Focus

Teaching Hindi and Marathi

Mastery of letters quickly leads to readiness to build words and
simple-to-complex sentences.

India’s rising economic star

How important is India becoming in the global economy? The
population of India — the world’s second most populous nation
after China — now almost equals the combined populations of the
United States, Indonesia, Brazil, Pakistan, Bangladesh and
Hindi, spoken by 490 milJapan. According to the latest
lion people, is not only the
census ﬁgures released by
most important language in
the Indian government, India
India — it’s the fourth largadded 181 million people over
est language in the world.
the last decade and is set to
Marathi, meanwhile, is the
replace China as the world’s
fourth most widely spoken
most populous country by
language in India after
2030.
Hindi, Bengali and Telugu.
Since 2002, there has been
Of importance to globallya 100% to 300% increase in
minded business people,
American citizens moving to
Marathi also happens to be
India for work, a jump that
the language of Maharashtra
coincides with the growth of
Step-by-step writing instructions for Marathi.
state, the richest and second
the Indian economy and its
most populous state in India. Mumbai, the state capital, is the
emergence as a regional and global player. Because of the persisﬁnancial center of India.
tent US economic downturn, it is not unreasonable to predict that,
As a native of Maharashtra state and a former software engiin the next few years, increasing numbers of American workers
neer in Amravati (one of the state’s growing industrial centers), I
will be asked by their companies to relocate to India. This could
believe it is essential for US business and professional people to
be especially true in the information technology (IT) sector, where
learn Hindi or Marathi — or at least a few key phrases in each —
many of the top companies in India are American. In fact, out of
in order to take full advantage of the rapidly expanding market
opportunities in India.
As a CEO in the language industry, I can also suggest some
new techniques that make it quicker and easier for language educators to teach Hindi and Marathi. Chief among these techniques
Yogini Dahiwadkar is CEO of Quick-n-EZ
is the use of familiar local language references or common everyLanguage, Inc., a Columbia, Maryland-based
day English words to teach proper recognition, reading, writing
global provider of language learning products.
and pronunciation of letters in the Hindi and Marathi alphabets.
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the top 20 IT companies operating in
India, nine are based in the United
States.
Why take the time and effort to
learn Hindi or Marathi? After all,
English is spoken throughout India,
and business can be readily conducted
anywhere in India using English. But
as the saying goes, you only have
one chance to make a good ﬁrst
impression. Let’s say you want to do
business with a company based in
Mumbai. Everyone in India knows
Hindi; if you are in Mumbai and
know how to speak Hindi, you can
certainly do business there. But think
about the positive impact you can
make on a business prospect or potential strategic partner in Mumbai if you
can come into a meeting and say in
Marathi, “Pleased to meet you” or
“How is the Mumbai stock exchange
doing today?” Ultimately, this can
make a world of difference in helping
you break the ice and go further in the
Indian business community. From a business perspective, if two companies (A and
B) are interested in working with a company
in India, but only A has made the effort to
learn the language and culture, I would
think that company A would likely get the
contract because of that extra effort. Even
if you are not traveling to India to conduct
business, knowing the basics of Hindi

you’re studying Hindi or Marathi
can demonstrate self-discipline and
a desire to learn new things, according to career expert Jason Seiden,
the author of Super Staying Power:
What You Need to Become Valuable
and Resilient at Work.

Linguistic nuts and bolts

Hindi alphabets, color-coded to explain the type
of sound — nasal, dental, aspirated and so on.

or Marathi can be a boon when the time
comes to meet Indian clients or prospects
visiting the United States. Greeting them
in their own tongue, wherever the meeting
takes place, makes a great ﬁrst impression.
Learning a new language can also promote
career advancement, whether or not you
are doing business with foreign clients or
prospects. Just telling an employer that

DIY
SMT
From the leaders of Open Source MT:
- Build your own engines
- Update at will

- Retrain with new material
- Create new engines
- Control Panel & Stats

- Customize your own SMT

pangea.com.mt
pangeanic.com

- Integrate MT in your workﬂow
- SaaS

- MT API developments for CAT & Web
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Linguistically, Hindi and Marathi
are quite similar. Out of the 50 letters in each alphabet, there are only
a couple of letters in Marathi that
are different from Hindi. Marathi
also shares many words with Hindi.
The Devanagari script employed
by Hindi contains ten vowels and
40 consonants, and is characterized by bars on top of the symbols.
Hindi is highly phonetic, and the
pronunciation of new words can
be reliably predicted from their
written form. When it comes to
phonology, Hindi, in comparison
with English, has approximately
half as many vowels and twice as many
consonants. In addition, consonant clusters at the beginning or end of words are
more common in English than Hindi.
Compared to English, Hindi has weak but
predictable word stresses. Grammatically,
Hindi has tenses that are similar to those
used in English, but there is a lack of correspondence in their use to express various meanings. Hindi has twice as many
written consonants because in Hindi,
each consonant has a unique sound. For
example, there is a distinction in pronunciation between aspirated and unaspirated consonants and between dental
and alveolar (or retroﬂex) consonants.
Speciﬁcally, Hindi distinguishes between
the retroﬂex t sound and the dental t
sound. The retroﬂex t is pronounced
with the tongue curving back and touching the roof of the mouth further back
than the English t sound. The dental t is
pronounced with the tongue touching
the roof of the mouth further forward
than for the English t sound; the tongue
should touch the back of the teeth. Each
of these also has an aspirated version.
There are two aspects of word order
that are different in Hindi and English.
First, the standard word order in Hindi
is subject-object-verb, as opposed to
subject-verb-object in English. Secondly,
in Hindi the preposition comes after the
noun or pronoun it qualiﬁes, and thus
is more correctly called a “postposition.”
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For example, in English we would say
“in America” but in Hindi that would
be “America in.” Marathi, like Hindi, is
also written in the Devanagari script.
Unlike Hindi but like Sanskrit, Marathi
has not two but three genders: masculine, feminine and neutral. Figuring out
the gender of a word can sometimes be
difﬁcult, especially for English speakers.
Marathi is nearly 100% phonetic. Vowels
are added to consonants, similar to other
Devanagari languages. But Marathi vowels retain much of their original Sanskrit
pronunciation, which makes the sounds
different from their Hindi counterparts.

Think global, teach local
Why does it make sense to use local
language references and common everyday English words to teach Hindi and
Marathi? When an English-speaking person looks at the Hindi or Marathi alphabet, the natural tendency is to say, “It’s
going to be hard to learn this.” Looking at
the ﬁrst letter of the alphabet, which is the
same in both languages, one is tempted to
say, “What’s with the number 3 with the
squiggly t next to it?” The answer is surprisingly simple: it’s an a sound, just like
the sound of the ﬁrst letter in America.
Jayashree Chauhan, of Ashburn, Virginia, is not a native speaker of Marathi.
“Teaching Marathi to my kids is hard
because I didn’t learn it in India,” she
says. “My mom taught me what she knew,
here in the States.” Let’s say you try to
use Marathi references for the different
letters of the alphabet — for example, the
word ahnanas, which means pineapple,
for the Marathi letter that sounds like the
a in awesome in standard US English. The
student may struggle to make the connection and could get confused, wondering why you are trying to teach him or
her the ah sound with a word that looks
like it begins with the letter P.
Manju Kulkarni, a 40-year old attorney and mother of two daughters, lives
in West Los Angeles, California. She and
her Indian-American husband grew up
in America. “Our parents spoke to us in
Marathi,” Kulkarni says, “but to teach the
language here in the United States it makes
more sense to use pronunciation examples
that Americans can understand.”
When teaching pronunciation of any
language, the bottom line is to do what
comes naturally to the person trying to
learn the new language. This is something I learned when I began teaching my
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own preschooler Marathi, and the success
of this methodology has been reinforced
by dozens of other people who have
used the same method. When pictures
representing familiar sounds and words
are used to represent the sounds of letters in the new alphabet, it becomes that
much easier for students to recognize
the sound. For example, to symbolize
the hard c sound in Marathi, wouldn’t
it make sense to use an illustration of a
cat? However, you do need to reinforce
the new scripts themselves by writing.
In the Washington, D.C., suburb of Germantown, Maryland, Scott Harris and his
Sri Lankan wife are doing volunteer work
with the Hindi community, teaching Bible
studies. Once pronunciation of Hindi or
Marathi is mastered, students can move
on to reading and writing. “You need to
sit down and do it the old fashioned way,”
says Harris. “You can’t replace the tried
and true method of writing things out.”
From a personal marketing standpoint in the global economy, there is
no better way to represent yourself and
your company than by learning your
prospect’s language. Ultimately, it sends
the message: “We mean business because
we’ve taken the time to learn some key
phrases of your language to establish
common ground. You can work with us.”
Learning world languages is also a
must for people who want to make a dif-

ference in our increasingly multicultural
society. “You can’t underestimate the
power of stepping into another person’s
culture by learning the language,” says
Harris. “By teaching ourselves Hindi, we
have been able to connect with people
in that community on a personal level.”
In the ﬁnal analysis, the old methods
of teaching Hindi and Marathi aren’t
the only ways. There are new products
for teaching these languages that take a
more English-friendly approach. Using
local language references to teach pronunciation of the Hindi and Marathi
alphabets, and providing easy-to-use
practice tools for writing, can make the
challenge of teaching Hindi and Marathi
much less daunting.
Ultimately, using these new methods,
language educators can add value to
many kinds of businesses in the age of
globalization. M
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Translation

Translation for the audience:
The case of Vietnamese
Pham Hoa Hiep

N

Not long ago, I received a job offer from a
translation company based in the United States.
In the e-mail, the project manager warned: “the
biggest problems we’ve had with Vietnamese
translations for this client are that they were
too ‘Vietnamese’ (i.e. not geared toward the
Vietnamese speakers living in the US). Please
keep that in mind as you translate.” On another
occasion, I was offered a proofreading job and
was advised that the translator of the document
tended to use a style that was a bit oriented to
the US market. The company thus wanted me to
edit and make it “more native Vietnamese” since
the document targeted an in-country audience.

It is obvious that many translation companies are aware
that special considerations must be taken into account when
handling projects involving the Vietnamese language. However,
not all companies are fully aware of the pitfalls and complexities when requesting language service providers to translate or
localize into this language.

The role of Vietnamese translation abroad
Vietnamese is the national and ofﬁcial language of approximately 80 million people living in Vietnam, and the language
also has an important status in other countries such as the
United States. According to the 2000 US census, the Vietnamese
language has over one million speakers in the United States.
The 2009 US Census Bureau estimates that the Vietnamese

Pham Hoa Hiep has worked professionally as
a translator and editor for over 12 years in
the United States, Australia and Vietnam. He
holds a doctorate in language education
from the University of Melbourne.
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American population has grown to more than 1.6 million as of
2007. In California, Vietnamese is one of the top ﬁve languages
other than English most widely spoken by Californians in their
homes, along with Spanish, Chinese, Tagalog and Korean. Vietnamese is certainly one of the most popular languages in the
translation and localization market in the United States. In some
states, such as Texas, Massachusetts and California, government
agencies and businesses are required by law to provide their
Vietnamese-speaking clients with Vietnamese translations. For
example, California Civil Code Section 1632 speciﬁes: “A person
in a trade or business, who negotiates primarily in the Spanish, Chinese, Tagalog, Vietnamese or Korean language in the
course of entering into a contract with a consumer, must give
the consumer a written translation of the proposed contract in
the language of the negotiations.”
Vietnamese people living in the United States and in some
other Western countries do speak Vietnamese, but the language
they use can be different from that spoken in Vietnam, particularly in terms of word choice, expressions and spellings. A
majority of immigrants left South Vietnam after 1975 with the
collapse of the Saigon government and the resulting takeover by
the Communist government. When these people left the country,
they brought with them the language used prior to 1975. Meanwhile, for the past four decades, the Vietnamese language in
Vietnam has continued evolving like any other language. A great
deal of new vocabulary, expressions and styles have appeared.
While these new vocabularies and expressions are widely used
in Vietnamese society, they are usually not welcomed by many
Vietnamese speakers living overseas, especially by the older generation who, for political reasons, are antagonistic toward the
current government in Vietnam. Some even believe that their
native language has been intentionally changed to serve the
communist ideology, and consider the “new” language a threat
to their traditional culture and identity. A word commonly used
in Vietnam can sound communist, strange and even offensive to
a Vietnamese speaker in the United States. Meanwhile, a word
or phrase commonly used by overseas Vietnamese people can be
considered outdated and odd in Vietnam.
One notable difference is the translation of the names of the
continents and countries. For example, while Europe is called Âu
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Translation
English

words used in Vietnam

words used abroad

Vietnamese

tiếng Việt

việt ngữ

English

tiếng Anh

anh ngữ

website

trang mạng

trang web/website

home page

trang chủ

trang đầu

please contact

xin liên hệ

xin liên lạc

resource

tài nguyên

nguồn thông tin

account

tài khoản

trương mục

register

đăng ký

ghi danh

please make sure

đảm bảo

bảo đảm, hãy nhớ

foreign/overseas

nước ngoài

ngoại quốc

export/import

xuất khẩu/nhập khẩu

xuất cảng/nhập cảng

management

quản

quản trị/điều hành

manage time

tranh thủ

cố gắng

interpretation/interpreter

phiên dịch/phiên dịch viên

thông dịch/thông dịch viên

technical error/problem

sự cố/ sự cố kỹ thuật

trở ngại kỹ thuật

visit

tham quan

xem

employer

chủ lao động

hãng sở

staff/employee

cán bộ

nhân viên

material

tư liệu

tài liệu

package of services

gói dịch vụ

toàn bộ dịch vụ

training

tập huấn

huấn luyện

funding

ngân quỹ

kinh phí

car

ô tô

xe hơi

translating and editing documents for
the Vietnamese living in the United
States.

Important considerations for
translation companies
Obviously, translation companies need
to be sensitive to differences when dealing
with Vietnamese language projects. Lack

Table 1: Vietnamese vocabulary differences to consider in translation.

Châu by the Vietnamese living abroad,
it is always called Châu Âu in Vietnam.
South Korea is ofﬁcially translated as
Hàn Quốc in the media in Vietnam, but
this translation would be frowned upon
by Vietnamese immigrants who settled in
the United States in the 1970s or 1980s.
Vietnamese newspapers published in
the United States would translate this
country as Nam Hàn or Đại Hàn. Many
other examples of these differences can
be found in the translation of other continent names such as Africa, Australia and
America, and other countries such as the
Philippines, Myanmar or China.
Another difference is the translation
of terms in the ﬁeld of information technology. For example, the word computer
is translated as máy d̄iên
. toán in Vietnamese materials published in the United
States, but in Vietnam, the popular word
is máy tính or vi tính. The translation of
many other IT or technical terms, such
as software as phần mềm, hardware as
computer
phần cú’ng, network as mang,
.
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monitor as màn hình, database as co’ so’
´ VCR as d̄ầu
dũ’ liêu,
. scanner as máy quet,
máy, and cell phone as d̄iên
. thoai
. di d̄ông,
.
are very well received in Vietnam, but can
cause unpleasant feelings and even trouble
in understanding for overseas Vietnamese
speakers who prefer to retain the English
terms rather than translate them.
It is also important to note that Vietnamese immigrants abroad tend to have
strong feelings against some word uses
and expressions that did not exist in the
South of Vietnam before 1975, despite
the fact that these words and expressions
have now become popular all over the
country. Table 1 shows a list of the words
and phrases often seen on websites,
brochures and promotion materials that
need to be considered when translating
into Vietnamese. The words and phrases
in the middle column are widely used in
Vietnam, but would cause raised eyebrows within overseas Vietnamese communities. This incomplete list of words
and phrases comes from long experience
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of awareness of these issues would result in
unexpected or even dangerous outcomes.
For example, the older Vietnamese generation in the United States would reject a
marketing campaign launched by a health
insurance company if its brochures or
evidence of coverage contains an abundance of “new” Vietnamese terms. Likewise, a research market survey addressing
Vietnamese speakers in the United States
could fail to help clients to collect reliable data if the translated questionnaire
contains terms that are not understood by
respondents there. Meanwhile, a US company wishing to do business in Vietnam
could miss out on a substantial market if
its website contains outdated terms.
It is always advisable for translation companies to ask clients to provide
information about the intended audience
of a translation or localization product, if
this is not already given. Project managers should know if a certain document is
translated for people living outside Vietnam or for the people living in Vietnam,
and thus can provide translators with
appropriate glossaries, style guides, reference materials and previously translated
documents, if available. Assuming that a
majority of Vietnamese people living in
the United States come from the South
of Vietnam, some US companies that I
have worked with often use the terms
Southern Vietnamese or southern dialect
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to refer to the Vietnamese language used
in the United States. Typical instruction
might be “Please translate the attached
document into Southern Vietnamese.”
However, given that Vietnamese people
living in the South of Vietnam now use
a written language that is identical to
Northern Vietnamese, at least in terms
of vocabulary and spelling, the notion
of Southern Vietnamese can be vague.
Project managers need to explicitly
instruct freelancers to translate into the
language commonly used by people in
Vietnam, or the one used in the United
States, for example.
Knowing the geographic location of
the intended reader is important, but it
can be insufﬁcient. More information
about the intended readers such as age
group and the length of time they have
lived in the host country can be useful.
Recently, I was requested to translate an
educational document into Vietnamese.
The end client was a US university and
its intended readers were newly-arrived
students from Vietnam. The translation
company that hired me at ﬁrst maintained that I should translate into the
Vietnamese language currently used in
the United States. However, I doubted
if those young people who just arrived
in the United States and had spent most
of their lives in Vietnam were able to
understand the “old” Vietnamese lan-

guage used in the Unites States. I raised
the issue to the company. After consulting with their client, the company ﬁnally
asked me to translate into the language
used in Vietnam, which I thought would
make more sense. In the same way, questions regarding linguistic appropriateness can be raised for some US health
care materials that target newly-arrived
immigrants. Given that these immigrants
have just arrived and are more familiar
with the language used in their native
homeland, would it be better for them
to read documents in “new” Vietnamese
that they understand better, or in “old”
Vietnamese, which is often considered
more politically correct in countries such
as the United States?
In terms of recruiting, a common policy that some translation companies tend
to follow is to hire translators located in
the United States to do the translation
jobs for the Vietnamese speakers there,
while requesting translators residing in
Vietnam to translate for the in-country
audience. While this seems to be a reasonable strategy, a company can lose
the potential pool of global resources
if it rigidly applies this policy by giving preference to a certain geographic
location during the recruiting process.
More thoughtful considerations of other
factors such as the translator’s work history, client records and life experience
must be taken into account. Experienced
translators can be well aware of linguistic differences of the language they
translate into. Many of them also live in
different countries. Experienced translators always think of the target audience
they translate for, and they are able to
consult relevant glossaries, style guides
and reference materials effectively.
Finally, any Vietnamese variety, no
matter where it is used, keeps evolving,
and it is difﬁcult to know with certainty
what will happen in the future. Owing to
the internet, Vietnamese people overseas
can now read more and more online
publications from Vietnam. Vietnamese
people in Vietnam can also gain access
to online newspapers published abroad.
Opportunities to travel between Vietnam
and the United States or Australia have
become much easier. Young Vietnamese
people tend to be more tolerant toward
ideologies and political beliefs. Thus, it
might be worthwhile to ask if the linguistic differences discussed in this article will
still be valid in ten years’ time. M
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Localization Portland,
Oregon-style
Jeff Williams

P

Portland, Oregon, is well known for its professional basketball team the Trail Blazers, nearby
Mt. Hood (which lands in the national news every
so often when hikers and skiers go missing) and
the perception that it’s a rainy place with strange
people. Indeed, a local bumper sticker proclaims,
“Keep Portland Weird,” so that perception is perhaps well founded. Portland is also known for its
great food scene with innovative restaurants and
food carts, lots of indie music, and its proximity
to the mountains and the sandy beaches, both
within a two-hour drive.

Less well known is that the greater Portland area also has the
distinction of being home to over a dozen translation and localization companies, earmarking it as one of the largest localization hotbeds in the country. An informal survey of similar sized
cities, including Charlotte, Columbus, San Antonio, Milwaukee,
Orlando, Indianapolis, Las Vegas, Salt Lake City, Cincinnati
and Norfolk, shows that none of them has anywhere near the
concentration of localization companies found in Portland.
Moreover, the only similar city to have even one of the major
players in the industry is Milwaukee, with Iverson Languages (a
TransPerfect company). The next closest city with any signiﬁcant concentration of translation and localization companies
of any importance or size is Kansas City, Missouri, with ﬁve
companies, but none of the majors.
Portland is fast gaining a reputation as a great place to have
a localization business due to the pool of skilled and talented
localization professionals. Savvy corporate localization buyers
already know about the ready availability of talented localization professionals in Portland, making it a valuable marketplace
for buyers to research and buy localization services and cultivate partnerships. Much as Nike, Adidas USA and Columbia
Sportswear (all headquartered in the Portland area) draw upon
a pool of skilled sports gear and apparel professionals found in
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the region, the presence in the Paciﬁc Northwest of large technology companies such as Microsoft, Intel, Symantec and FLIR
is no doubt a driving force behind this attraction. Indeed, some
of the largest localization companies in the world have ofﬁces
or representatives in the Portland area. There are also many
smaller, privately-held companies doing business in Oregon.
Let’s take a look at some of the companies doing business
in the Portland area. Certiﬁed Languages International is an
over-the-phone-interpretation (OPI) company that supplies
interpretation in 175 languages worldwide from its Portland
call center. Jonckers is a Belgium-based company with a sales
and production ofﬁce in downtown Portland. Lingo Systems is
a division of Language Line Services, the largest OPI company
in the world. It has an ofﬁce in Tigard, a suburb of Portland,
with approximately 30 production and sales staff. Lionbridge
is the largest company by revenue in the localization sector of
the industry. It has a technology management representative
based in Portland and a division ofﬁce right across the Columbia River in Vancouver, Washington. PTIGlobal is privately held
and has been in business for over 30 years. Based in Beaverton,
a Portland suburb and home to Nike, PTIGlobal has approximately 140 full-time and contingent employees. It also has an
embedded Managed Services Division in Hillsboro, Oregon.
Transperfect is a New York-based company with an ofﬁce in
Portland and sales staff in Corvallis, Oregon. viaLanguage is
privately owned and is based in Portland with approximately
50 employees in production and sales.
WeLocalize is headquartered in Frederick, Maryland, but
maintains a production and sales ofﬁce in Portland. CTS Language Link is privately held and has 50 plus employees, with
sales and production staff, and an OPI call center in Vancouver.

Jeff Williams, director of marketing and sales for
PTIGlobal in Portland, Oregon, is an 11-year veteran
in the localization industry.
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Oregon Translations is based
a ready-made multilingual
in Beaverton, and is privately
workforce. Olivia Halfen is
held. Passport to Languages,
a good example. She has
also located in Portland,
worked for several localizaspecializes in face-to-face
tion companies in Portland,
interpretation and OPI. ISAincluding Lingo Systems
Talent provides medical and
and viaLanguage, where she
legal interpretation and mulis currently a senior project
tilingual voice-over talent.
manager for eLearning soluPaciﬁc Interpreters specializes
tions. German-born, Halfen
in medical interpretation too,
was raised and educated in
as well as having an OPI call
the United States. In 2009 she
center. TOIN is a Japan-based
left the industry and moved to
company with production
France where she worked at a
and sales staff in Wilsonville,
ski resort. When she returned
15 miles south of Portland,
to Portland, she landed a job
localizing products into Asian
with an international digital
languages. There are also repadvertising company, but
resentatives from localization
after a few months there,
tool companies, such as the
she decided localization was
Luxembourg-based WordBee.
her true passion, and began
Downtown Portland is located on the Willamette river.
Collectively, these companies
looking for opportunities to
represent approximately hunreturn to the industry. Luckdreds of millions of dollars in revenue
lower than most other major metropoliily, with so many options available in
and are working with every sector of the
tan areas, making localization services
Portland, she landed several interviews
economy, including government, manumore affordable and setting up partnerbefore accepting her current position. “I
facturing, IT, retail, medical and travel/
ships attractive. The net gain for internareally missed being in the localization
tourism. They also actively support
tional corporations is an enormous pool
industry, as you are working with people
practically every member of the Fortune
of professionals who have been performfrom all over the world. Being German,
100, 500 and 1000. The global impact of
ing localization for many years and have
and having spent a lot of time living
the services these companies provide is a
a wealth of experience and resources. It
and working in Europe, I thrive on the
huge boon to the Oregon economy.
also helps that Portland is home to large
international interaction you get from
Why Portland? The cost of living and
populations (ca. 15%) of residents from
working with other language profesdoing business in Oregon is considerably
Europe, Asia and Latin America, creating
sionals all over, “ says Halfen. “Portland
is a great place to live and work and I
take full advantage of all the natural
resources found here. I ski in the winter
and bike and camp in the summer. I also
love all the vibrant activity on the streets
in downtown Portland.”
The Localization Institute, based in
Madison, Wisconsin, coordinates educational events for internationalization and
localization professionals. The Institute
recognizes the concentration of localization professionals in Portland and
feels that it is so signiﬁcant, it contracts
with three Portlanders to offer industry
roundtables and seminars, which attract
national and international attendance.
One of those contractors, Jennie Jaeger,
who also works as a client-side language
project manager for dental manufacturer,
A-dec, notes, “I’ve attended a number
of Portland-area industry networking
events that attracted many more people
than I could talk to in an evening. On
LinkedIn, I’m connected to about 40
Portland-area people in the business, and
I’m sure that will continue to grow.” She
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adds, “The cost of living in the Portland
area is lower than many West Coast cities, so it is a relatively low-cost source of
localization talent in the same timezone
as big markets for services, especially
Seattle and the Bay Area. Seattle is an
easy drive or train ride away, and San
Francisco a short plane ride away. ”
Portland is also home to other localization professionals, such as testers, project
managers and engineers, who work for the
many companies in the area. PTIGlobal
has approximately 50-60 employees
who are linguistic and functional quality
assurance testers, all of whom are trained
in the best known methods of localization testing. All must reside in the area in
order to work onsite and on proprietary
systems. There are also many translators
who live and work in the Portland area.
A survey of my own company’s translator database produced over 370 qualiﬁed
people. I spoke with a couple of them
recently to ﬁnd out what drew them to
Portland to practice their art.
Ines Bojlesen was born in Brazil of
multilingual parents; languages were a
fascination to her from an early age. She
spent her senior year of high school in
Vancouver as an exchange student and
dreamed of one day making the Paciﬁc
Northwest her home. Now married to a
Dane, when the opportunity presented
itself to move to Oregon, little convincing
was needed to make the move. In 1998
she moved to Portland, bringing her 20
years of experience as a Portuguese interpreter and translator. The demand for
Brazilian Portuguese was not very great
in the area at the time, but neither was
the availability of Portuguese translators
and interpreters. Agencies were pleased
to learn that a Portuguese linguist had
arrived in their midst, and soon most of
the local language providers had become
her clients. For seven years OPI was part
of Bojlesen’s routine, the phone ringing
at all hours of the night for jobs that
varied from helping to deliver babies, to
interpreting for the US Coast Guard as
rescuers tried to locate a boat in distress
during a storm off the coast of Brazil.
The translation business has grown to a
healthy volume, and Ines receives a wide
range of interesting work from technical
software applications to marketing materials. Bojlesen works from her home ofﬁce
and has no plans to move. “Portland has
welcomed my family and me with open
arms,” she says. “We live in the outskirts
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of the city, and enjoy the healthy country-like lifestyle it offers combined with
its attractive downtown with many good
restaurants and cultural activities.”
After teaching German at various colleges in the 1980s, Walter Keutel, a native
German, moved to Portland in the early
1990s. He ﬁrst worked as a part-time
project manager for a localization company, but eventually became a full-time
German translator. Keutel’s business contacts span the United States and Europe,
and he has established close working
relationships with most local agencies in
Portland. “I arrived in Portland through
some unexpected twists in life,” says
Keutel, “but Portland has turned out to
be a blessing for me. The many opportunities in the localization business that
have existed here for the last two decades
helped me to establish myself as a professional translator. Portland’s coffeehouse
culture and its abundance of open Wi-Fi
networks allow me to view the entire city
as my ofﬁce. After hours of working in my
home ofﬁce, it is often a welcome relief to
visit one of the many coffeehouses, turn
the computer on and continue to work —
but now surrounded by people in a more
social setting.”
The City of Portland and the Portland
Development Commission (PDC) started a
pilot program in 2011 known as PDX11.
This initiative focuses on promoting four

economic clusters: software, footwear/
athletic apparel, manufacturing and
renewable green energy. Some interesting information came out of the research
conducted before the launch of the
initiative. The PDC conducted a survey
to ascertain some of the drivers behind
these industries and it was discovered,
particularly for the software sector, that
people working in software in Portland
were not particularly motivated by
money but were more concerned with
their quality of life. The exact opposite
is found in Silicon Valley, where money
and promotion within the corporate
ranks takes precedence. Typically, if you
have worked at a Silicon Valley ﬁrm for
a year or more, you have been promoted
several times and are being headhunted
by the competition. Once again the
PDX11 research showed that the exact
opposite is the case in Portland. As long
as people have a steady job, they tend to
stay with that company for a long time,
thus keeping a valuable continuity and
institutional knowledge intact. Portland’s
Mayor Sam Adams has touted this stable
workforce, most recently on a trade trip
to Germany in the summer of 2011. For
all these reasons, Portland area localization companies are well positioned to
assist the growing number of startups
and existing industries in the area as well
as nationally and worldwide. M
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Ensuring appropriate
language proficiency
Bill Hindle

I

In the July/August 2011 edition of MultiLingual, Elizabeth Colon described the terrifying
story of Willie Ramirez, a Florida teenager who
was rendered quadriplegic at least in part because
hospital staff may have taken his family’s description of the teenager as intoxicado to mean intoxicated, rather than having a headache.

The beneﬁts of using a professional interpreter rather than a
family member, particularly in stressful, high-stakes situations,
are many. Though it may be difﬁcult for a family member to
avoid interpreting for a less ﬂuent brother, sister or mother,
avoiding this may certainly be for the best. There is a common misconception that anyone who can speak two languages
can function as a translator or an interpreter. However, the
Inter-Agency Language Roundtable (ILR), a forum where the
federal government discusses language use, including language
testing, states unequivocally that “language competence is a
prerequisite, but it is not sufﬁcient for successful performance
as an interpreter.” According to the ILR, “The only reliable way
to gauge how well an individual will perform on any given
assignment is to administer tests that assess interpreting skills
in a given setting, reﬂecting real-world tasks and content.”
A language gap that prevents an organization from successfully meeting the needs of limited English proﬁciency (LEP)
users can be discovered in many ways. Sometimes, it is as
simple as a growing recognition that more LEPs are coming
through the doors. At other times, it can be codiﬁed in legislation. In California, for example, the provisions of SB853 have
mandated since January 1, 2009, that all California health plans
provide language translation and interpretation services to

Bill Hindle is the director of language
assessment solutions at Language Testing
International, which provides corporate,
academic and government language testing.
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LEP patients. Colon suggests in her article that a January 2011
move by the Joint Commission addressing the qualiﬁcations of
medical interpreters has “opened up an opportunity for LSPs
to enter into the medical interpreting space.” Similar moves by
the National Board of Certiﬁcation for Medical Interpreters and
Certiﬁcation Commission for Healthcare Interpreters look set to
have similar effects.
The ever-growing opportunity for LSPs to offer services to
the LEP community is not restricted to the medical arena. Common Sense Advisory estimates that the market for outsourced
language services was worth $26.3 billion in 2010, and will
grow at an estimated annual rate of 13.15%. This demand will
be met not only by growing in-house language services, but also
by contracting for help from commercial LSPs. It is worthwhile
then to consider how employers should go about ensuring that
their own staff and the services provided by LSPs are capable of
ﬁlling any language gap that prevents LEPs from being served.
Two problems face those who must decide to ﬁll a language
gap in their area of work. The ﬁrst is to determine the size and
nature of the language gap. The second is to deploy resources
that can effectively ﬁll that gap.

Measuring the gap
Imagine a general store owner who notices that more and
more Arabic-speaking customers are coming to the shop. Perhaps
hiring an entry-level Arabic-speaking clerk to interact directly
with the new clients will meet the need. Contrast this situation
with, say, a pharmacy in the same area. The pharmacists who will
interact with the LEPs will need to be aware of the complexities
and nuances, both linguistic and cultural, of dealing with sick
patients who must sometimes take complex medicines in very
detailed, speciﬁc ways. Could the same Arabic-speaker be relied
upon to do both tasks? Imagine now an emergency room in the
area. Does it opt to provide staff to interpret for English-speaking
doctors and nurses, or is the problem so large and so complex
that it will require hiring trained Arabic-speaking medical professionals who can provide care directly in the LEP’s language?
What is the language proﬁle of the person needed to meet each
of these requirements? All language gaps are not created equal.
In order to map the size of the language gap, an organization
must carry out a job analysis, covering all the tasks required of the
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job-holder. Someone with a limited requirement will need less ability than someone
who is required to provide or interpret
critical clinical information, including
sensitive diagnoses and treatments. Job
analysis is a multi-stage process, involving industrial-organizational psychologists
working alongside language experts. A
team of researchers collects information
about the requirement using a variety of
tools, including job descriptions, surveys
of employees and customers, samples of
work, and focus groups. This information
is organized and then analyzed to create job descriptions to cover the types of
communicative tasks required, the contexts
and situations in which they occur, the
participants in the exchange, and the range
of content involved. The requirements
must also consider the degree of accuracy
needed and the stakes of the exchanges;
some requirements may allow for a garbled
but comprehensible message while others
may require complete accuracy.
Once a detailed proﬁle of the job
requirements is complete, language subject
matter experts go to work to determine
where each task ﬁts along a criterionbased scale of language proﬁciency such
as that used by The American Council
on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
(ACTFL), or the ILR. The panel will look
at the information, listen to and read
samples from the workplace, and say
whether, in their professional judgment,
the speaker at any given proﬁciency level
would be capable of successfully meeting
all the requirements of the linguistic task.
The data are collected and analyzed by
industrial-organizational researchers who
will identify the ﬁnal proﬁciency levels
required by the position. Often, they will
listen to samples from the workplace to
determine whether the performance of the
speaker adequately tackles the required
tasks, and place those samples on the scale.
One example is that of a large, multinational professional services ﬁrm
with ofﬁces in over 150 countries and
over 170,000 employees, which regularly
hosted interns from its foreign branches
in its English-speaking headquarters.
Many of those interns, however, proved
unable to take full advantage of the
internship because their English skills
did not allow full participation in the life
of the ofﬁce. Job analysis suggested that
speaking scores (on the ACTFL scale) of
Intermediate High, and writing scores
of Advanced Mid were required to even
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Resources
There are a number of organizations and
resources that provide information on other
available tests, or testing services, including:
Brigham Young University Foreign
Language Achievement Testing Service:
http://ﬂats.byu.edu/index.php
Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL): www.
cal.org/CALWebDB/FLAD/
Interagency Language Roundtable: www.
govtilr.org
Language Testing International, which
is part of the American Council on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages: www.
languagetesting.com
Minnesota Language Proﬁciency
Assessments, Center for Advanced Research
in Language Acquisition, University of
Minnesota: www.carla.umn.edu/assessment/
MLPA.html
DIALANG, European Commission,
Directorate General Education and Culture,
under the SOCRATES Programme: www.
lancs.ac.uk/researchenterprise/dialang/about

begin to take part in the exchange, and
that in order to beneﬁt fully, speaking
skills of Intermediate High and writing
scores of Advanced Mid were required.
Knowing this, the organization could
test candidates before sending them,
reducing the drop-out rates and ensuring

that those who did go were not precluded
from beneﬁting from the program.
If doing an effective job analysis can
have huge beneﬁts, failing to do it can
be costly in a range of different ways.
In a purely practical sense, a failure to
effectively match resource requirements
can be bad for business. LEPs may choose
not to use an organization where they are
frustrated in their attempts to communicate, or they may not even become aware
that the organization exists, because inlanguage outreach is an important part
of serving the needs of LEP populations.
Internally, it is wasteful to assign highly
skilled language-enabled staff to positions
where minimal proﬁciency is required
while those with little or no language
ability struggle to engage LEPs using an
ad-hoc mixture of shouting slowly and
making vague hand signals. During the
hiring process, failing to identify minimum proﬁciency levels, or doing so in a
slapdash manner, can lead to the selection
of unacceptable candidates or the exclusion of acceptable ones, each of which
costs an organization in its own way.
The legal consequences of failing to
take job analysis seriously can be costly
and immensely damaging. The Equal
Employment Opportunities Commission
clearly states that a decision to hire or not
hire based upon language ability must be
related to those factors that “materially
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interfere with the ability to perform job
duties.” Without a clear, defensible deﬁnition of the language requirements of
those job duties, a company cannot show
a linkage between language requirements and the job in question, and is
thus liable to be charged.

Filling the gap
Of course, establishing the proﬁciency
level required in the position is only part
of what needs to be done to ensure that
organizations can ﬁll their language
gaps appropriately. Once it understands
the nature of the language gap, it must
determine whether or not a candidate
possesses the required language skills. It
is not enough to determine that a position
requires a Spanish-speaker and designate a
position as language-dependent. The organization must also determine exactly how
well the person needs to speak Spanish in
order to effectively take on the job. Does
the job require specialized terminology?
Does the job also require English proﬁciency? Does it require interpretation skills
that go beyond mere bilingualism? Assessing language proﬁciency is a complex task
that requires trained testers to place speakers (or readers, or writers) of a language
appropriately on a scale of ability. The tests
used must be valid and reliable — valid in
that it tests language directly related to
job performance, and reliable in that the
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results of the test are consistent over time.
One would expect that a candidate who
took the same language test twice within a
week would achieve the same rating. There
are a number of commercial language
testing services that can help in assessing
the language proﬁciency of employees or
candidates. Given the stakes and complexity of proﬁciency testing, they may offer a
surer way than asking untrained internal
staff for their feelings on someone’s language proﬁciency.
Another way to ﬁll the language gap is
to bring in a professional LSP to assist in
allowing existing English-speaking staff
to effectively reach out to LEPs. Interpreters can be requested from an LSP when
companies have advanced knowledge of
an upcoming requirement, and over-thephone interpretation, with on-demand
24/7 availability, offers incredible ﬂexibility and ease of access. But how can
you be sure that the language abilities of
the individuals provided meet the speciﬁc
needs of your situation? Telephone interpreters, for example, may hang up after
handling a call for a ﬁnancial institution about retirement funds, pick up the
phone again to deal with a medical call,
and subsequently be asked to interpret
questions and answers about the return
policies for packages of frozen food.
Many professional interpreters specialize
in a speciﬁc area of expertise — medical

and legal being major specializations —
and some LSPs offer specialized services.
Others, however, require their interpreters
to handle a much wider range of situations. A quick look at the website of one
telephone interpreting service shows that
it offers service to a health insurance
company, a stem cell bank, a high-end
grocery store and the American Red
Cross. Another provider claims that it has
clients in the ﬁnancial, insurance, health
care, government, telecom, utilities, manufacturing and transportation industries.
All of these areas of expertise may require
different knowledge, skills and abilities,
and potentially different levels of proﬁciency. For generalized conversations, a
single interpreter might be able to handle
all these areas, but for more specialized
ones, this may not be the case.
How can any assessment of an individual’s linguistic ability, necessarily restricted
to a limited range of settings, be used to
indicate his or her ability to function in
a potentially unlimited set of unrelated
circumstances? While no test can directly
cover every situation and setting in which
interpreters might ﬁnd themselves, the LSP
must be able to deliver a test that gives
employers conﬁdence that the candidate
has the broad skillset required to cover the
range of opportunities, even though they
are not directly assessed. LSPs must use a
test that identiﬁes in some way those candidates who will be successful interpreters
across a range of subjects, and weeds out
those who will not.
It is here that the notion of language
proﬁciency comes into its own, because
higher proﬁciency in a language indicates a better ability to perform a wide
range of functional tasks. Proﬁciency
tests are applicable to all speakers of a
language, no matter where or how they
learned their language. Most importantly,
they provide useful information about
the practical, real-world abilities of the
test-taker. From a proﬁciency test covering a wide range of unpredictable tasks
and contexts, an LSP can infer a range
of abilities much more easily than from a
highly specialized performance test.
Whether you decide to ﬁll the language
gap with resources of your own, or to bring
in an LSP to ﬁll it for you, satisfying yourself that the candidate you appoint (or the
individuals provided by the LSP) possesses
the required proﬁciency will protect your
organization and ensure that LEPs have
full access to the services you provide. M
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This section offers terminology, abbreviations, acronyms and other
resources, especially as related to the content of this issue. For more
definitions, see the Glossary section of MultiLingual’s annual Resource
Directory and Index (www.multilingual.com/resourceDirectory).

agile. In this context, agile methods break tasks into
small iterations with minimal planning. Each iteration
involves a team working through a full software development cycle, for example, which speeds up the release of
the product.
conditional text. Content within a document that is
meant to appear in some renditions of the document, but
not in other renditions. The text is conditional in the sense
that its inclusion or variation depends on which version of
the document is being produced.
controlled authoring. Writing for reuse and translation.
Controlled authoring is a process that integrates writing
with localization so that the text can be written for reuse
and at the same time written for efficient translation.
crowdsourcing. The act of taking a task traditionally
performed by an employee or contractor and outsourcing
it to an undefined, generally large group of people, in the
form of an open call. For example, the public may be invited
to develop a new technology, carry out a design task, refine
an algorithm, or help capture, systematize or analyze large
amounts of data.
Extensible Markup Language (XML). A programming
language/specification pared down from SGML, an international standard for the publication and delivery of electronic information, designed especially for web documents.
FIGS. An acronym for the languages French, Italian, German and Spanish.
globalization (g11n). In this context, the term refers to
the process that addresses business issues associated with
launching a product globally, such as integrating localization throughout a company after proper internationalization and product design.
hard-coding. Refers to the software development practice of embedding data directly into the source code or fixed
www.multilingual.com
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formatting. Hard-coding requires the program’s source
code to be changed any time the desired data changes,
when it might be more convenient for the end user to
change the detail by some means outside the program.
“I” form interpretation. Interpretation in the first person, where the interpreter acts as a neutral portal and
attempts to capture the feeling and tone of whomever he
or she is interpreting.
internationalization (i18n). Especially in a computing
context, the process of generalizing a product so that it can
handle multiple languages and cultural conventions (currency,
number separators, dates) without the need for redesign.
localization (l10n). In this context, the process of adapting a product or software to a specific international language
or culture so that it seems natural to that particular region.
True localization considers language, culture, customs and the
characteristics of the target locale.
machine translation (MT). A technology that translates text from one human language to another, using
terminology glossaries and advanced grammatical, syntactic and semantic analysis techniques.
pseudo-localization. Translates the code strings of a
product into “pseudo-strings.” The resulting “pseudo-language” is designed to test the impact that different aspects
of localization have on the product’s functionality and
appearance.
quality assurance (QA). The activity of providing evidence needed to establish confidence among all concerned
that quality-related activities are being performed effectively. All those planned or systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that a product or service will
satisfy given requirements for quality. QA covers all activities from design, development, production and installation
to servicing and documentation.
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return on investment (ROI). In finance, the ratio of money
gained or lost on an investment relative to the amount of
money invested. The amount of money gained or lost may be
referred to as interest, profit/loss, gain/loss or net income/loss.
rule-based machine translation (RBMT). The application of sets of linguistic rules that are defined as correspondences between the structure of the source language
and that of the target language. The first stage involves
analyzing the input text for morphology and syntax — and
sometimes semantics — to create an internal representation. The translation is then generated from this representation using extensive lexicons with morphological,
syntactic and semantic information, and large sets of rules.
Sanskrit. A historical Indo-Aryan language and the primary liturgical language of Hinduism, Jainism and Mahayana Buddhism. Currently, it is an official language of the
state of Uttarakhand in northern India.
simship. Simultaneous shipment of a product to different markets worldwide, as opposed to releasing in the home
market first and in other locales later.
social media. Refers to the web-based and mobile technologies used for interactive dialogue. It builds on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0 and typically allows for the creation and exchange of user-generated content. Social media can take on many different
forms, including internet forums, social networking sites,
blogs, microblogging, wikis and interactive visual media.
source language (SL). A language that is to be translated
into another language.
statistical machine translation (SMT). A machine
translation paradigm where translations are generated
on the basis of statistical models whose parameters are
derived from the analysis of bilingual text corpora. SMT
is the translation of text from one human language to
another by a computer that learned how to translate from
vast amounts of translated text.
sustaining engineering. Engineering and technical support that follows release of requirements and specifications
in the path to deliver an end product. Sustaining engineers
are responsible for a system’s upkeep, and monitoring the
data it creates.
target language (TL). The language that a source text is
being translated into.
translation. The process of converting all of the text or
words from a source language to a target language. An
understanding of the context or meaning of the source language must be established in order to convey the same
message in the target language.
translation memory (TM). A special database that
stores previously translated sentences which can then be
reused on a sentence-by-sentence basis. The database
matches source to target language pairs.
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translation unit (TU). A segment of text that the translator treats as a single cognitive unit for the purposes of
establishing an equivalence. The translation unit may be
a single word, a phrase, one or more sentences, or even a
larger unit.
Unicode. The Unicode Worldwide Character Standard
(Unicode) is a character encoding standard used to represent text for computer processing. Originally designed to
support 65,000, it now has encoding forms to support more
than one million characters.
variable. In computer programming, variables enable
programmers to write flexible programs. Rather than
entering data directly into a program, a programmer can
use variables to represent the data. Then, when the program is executed, the variables are replaced with real data.
This makes it possible for the same program to process different sets of data.
XLIFF (XML Localization Interchange File Format).
An XML-based format for exchanging localization data,
specifying elements and attributes. XLIFF could be used
to exchange data between companies, such as a software
publisher and a localization vendor, or between localization
tools, such as translation memory systems and machine
translation systems.

Resources
OrganizatiOns
American Translators Association (ATA): www.atanet.org; and
its Language Technology Division: www.ata-divisions.org/LTD
Project Management Institute: www.pmi.org
Translation Automation User Society (TAUS):
www.translationautomation.com

Publications
Ethnologue: Languages of the World (15th edition), Raymond
G. Gordon, Jr.: www.ethnologue.com/print.asp
The Guide to Translation and Localization,
published by Lingo Systems: www.lingosys.com
Index of Chinese Characters With Attributes, George E. Bell,
2006: www.multilingual.com/eBooks
Globalization Handbook for the Microsoft .NET Platform, Parts I IV, Bill Hall, 2002-2006: www.multilingual.com/eBooks
Translation: Getting It Right, published by the ATA:
www.atanet.org/docs/getting_it_right.pdf
Translation: Standards for Buying a Non-Commodity, published by
the ATA: www.atanet.org/docs/translation_buying_guide.pdf

references
CIA World Factbook: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/
the-world-factbook
Omniglot — Writing Systems & Languages of the World:
www.omniglot.com
Unicode, Inc.: http://unicode.org
editor@multilingual.com
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geographies to meet language service and technology providers and to network with their peers. Hands-on practitioners
come to share their knowledge and experience and to learn
from others. See our website for details on upcoming and
past conferences.
Localization World Ltd. 319 North 1st Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864,
208-263-8178, Fax: 208-263-6310, E-mail: info@localizationworld
.com, Web: www.localizationworld.com See ad on page 59

Globalization and Localization Association
Description The Globalization and Localization Association
is a fully representative, nonprofit, international industry
association for the translation, internationalization, localization and globalization industry. The association gives
members a common forum to discuss issues, create innovative solutions, promote the industry and offer clients unique,
collaborative value.
Globalization and Localization Association 23 Main Street,
Andover, MA 01810, 206-329-2596, Fax: 815-346-2361, E-mail:
info@gala-global.org, Web: www.gala-global.org

TAUS
Description TAUS is a think tank for the translation industry, undertaking research for buyers and providers of translation services and technologies. Our mission is to increase
the size and significance of the translation industry to help
the world communicate better. To meet this ongoing goal,
TAUS supports entrepreneurs and principals in the translation industry to share and define new strategies through
a comprehensive program of events, publications and
communications.
TAUS Oosteinde 9-11, 1483 AB De Rijp, The Netherlands, 31-299-672028, E-mail: info@translationautomation.com, Web: www.translation
automation.com

enterprise solutions

Across Systems
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description Across Language Server is the
world’s leading independent linguistic supply chain technology. It provides a central software platform for corporate
language resources and translation processes. The all-in-one
enterprise solution includes a translation memory, a terminology system, and powerful PM and workflow control tools.
It allows end-to-end processing so that clients, LSPs and
translators collaborate seamlessly. Open interfaces enable the
direct integration of CMS or ERP solutions, among others.
Across clients access the Language Server via LAN, WAN
or web, or as a hosted service. Across customers include
Volkswagen, HypoVereinsbank, SMA Solar Technology and
hundreds of other leading companies.
Across Systems GmbH Im Stoeckmaedle 13-15, D-76307 Karlsbad,

Languages All Unicode languages Description As language
technology experts since 1999, MultiCorpora is exclusively
dedicated to providing language technology software solutions to enterprises, language service providers and governments. Its flagship product, MultiTrans Prism, offers an
innovative and complete turn-key translation management
system. MultiTrans Prism is an enterprise client-server application that consists of four core components which together,
or individually, enable communications in more than one language; they are business management, project management
(workflow), advanced translation memory and terminology
management. RR Donnelley, Nomura, the Translation Bureau
of Canada, UNESCO and many others rely on MultiTrans to
manage their mission-critical translation operations.
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, Quebec,
J8Y 3Y7 Canada, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-7780801, E-mail: info@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com

See ad on page 6

conferences
STAR Group
Multiple Platforms

Localization World
Description Localization World conferences are dedicated
to the language and localization industries. Our constituents are the people responsible for communicating across
the boundaries of language and culture in the global
marketplace. International product and marketing managers participate in Localization World from all sectors and all

www.multilingual.com
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consulting. Core technologies: Transit (translation memory),
TermStar/WebTerm (terminology management), GRIPS
(product information management), MindReader (contextsensitive authoring assistance), STAR CLM (corporate language management), STAR CPM (corporate process management), i-KNOW (competence management), and SPIDER
(Interactive Electronic Technical Manual).
STAR Group Wiesholz 35, 8262 Ramsen, Switzerland, 41-52742-9200, 216-691-7827, E-mail: info@star-group.net, Web:
www.star-group.net See ad on page 12

locAlizAtion services

ADAPT Localization Services

Multiple Platforms

Karlsbad, Germany, 877-922-7677, 49-7248-92545-0, Fax: 497248-925-444, E-mail: info@congree.com, Web: www.congree.com

51

Germany, 49-7248-925-425, E-mail: international@across.net

MultiCorpora

Languages English, German, French Description Congree
provides the leading technologies in the area of authoring
assistance. It combines authoring memory, terminology, and
rule-based quality and style control into integrated products. These distinguish themselves through their outstanding linguistic intelligence, support for all editors, and their
availability optionally either in real time during text creation
or for after-the-fact checking routines. Congree’s products
are available in various stages of expansion, and they can be
scaled at will, from the individual workstation license to the
company-wide client/server solution.
Congree Language Technologies Im Stoeckmaedle 13-15, 76307

Authoring tools

Across Systems Inc. Glendale, CA 91203, 877-922-7677, E-mail:
americas@across.net, Web: www.across.net See ad on page 4

Authoring tools

Congree Language Technologies
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Languages All Description STAR Group was founded in
Switzerland 27 years ago with the exclusive focus of facilitating cross-cultural technical communications in all languages.
The company has grown to be the largest privately held multilingual information technology and services company in
the world with 42 offices in 32 countries. Its advanced technology developments have propelled STAR to its current
market position. Core services: information management,
translation, localization, publishing, on-demand printing,

Languages More than 50 Description ADAPT Localization
Services offers the full range of services that enables clients
to be successful in international markets, from documentation design through translation, linguistic and technical
localization services, pre-press and publication management.
Serving both Fortune 500 and small companies, ADAPT
has gained a reputation for quality, reliability, technological
competence and a commitment to customer service. Fields
of specialization include diagnostic and medical devices, IT/
telecom and web content. With offices in Bonn, Germany;
Stockholm, Sweden; and Barcelona, Spain, and a number of
certified partner companies, ADAPT is well suited to help clients achieve their goals in any market.
ADAPT Localization Services Clemens-August-Strasse 16-18, 53115
Bonn, Germany, 49-228-98-22-60, Fax: 49-228-98-22-615, E-mail:
adapt@adapt-localization.com, Web: www.adapt-localization.com

See ad on page 35

Alliance Localization China (ALC)
Languages Major Asian and European languages Description
ALC offers document, website and software translation and
localization, desktop publishing and interpreter services.
We focus on English, German and other European languages
to and from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and other Asian
languages. We use TRADOS, CATALYST, SDLX, Transit
Wordfast and other CAT tools, as well as DTP tools including
CorelDRAW, FrameMaker, FreeHand, Illustrator, InDesign,
PageMaker, Photoshop and QuarkXPress. Our customeroriented approach is supported by strong project management, a team of specialists, a large knowledge base and
advanced methodologies. We always provide service beyond
our customers’ expectations at a low cost and with high quality, speed, dependability and flexibility.
Alliance Localization China Suite 318, Building B, Number 10 Xing
Huo Road, Fengtai Science Park, Beijing 100070, P.R. China, 8610-8368-2169, Fax: 86-10-8368-2884, E-mail: customer_care@
allocalization.com, Web: www.allocalization.com
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EuroGreek Translations Limited

Binari Sonori
Description Binari Sonori is a leading provider of international media localization services since 1994, with a unique
team of project managers, studios, engineers and selected
linguists spread over 30 countries worldwide. Solid procedures and transparent relationships with clients guarantee high quality of text, audio and video, timeliness and
flexibility. We are accustomed to working for global companies that need to reach a broad range of markets with their
media and entertainment products. Specialized support
available for any media localization activity, from effective
audio localization to international content creation. Highly
professionalized one-stop shop supporting today’s media
localization projects.
Binari Sonori S.r.l. Viale Fulvio Testi, 11, 20092 Cinisello Balsamo,
Milano, Italy, 39-02-61866-310, Fax: 39-02-61866-313, E-mail:
translate@binarisonori.com, Web: www.binarisonori.com See ad on

Language Greek Description Established in 1986, EuroGreek
Translations Limited is Europe’s number one Greek localizer, specializing in technical and medical translations from
English into Greek and Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim
is to provide high-quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a
whole range of client needs, from plain translation to desktop/web publishing to localization development and testing.
Over the years, EuroGreek’s services have been extended
to cover most subject areas, including German and French
into Greek localization services. All of EuroGreek’s work is
produced in-house by a team of 25 highly qualified specialists and is fully guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
EuroGreek Translations Limited
London 27 Lascotts Road, London, N22 8JG United Kingdom
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street, Athens 166 75,
Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077, E-mail: production
@eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com See ad on page 29

The Greek Partner
Languages English, German, Greek Description Intertranslations Ltd. is a leading Greek translation and localization
service provider, established in 1995, with extensive experience in medical and pharmaceutical products and equipment, legal, financial, mechanical, automotive, engineering,
electrical, technical, software, media and marketing, tourism, health and nutrition, the food industry and so on.
Among the tools used to ensure the quality of our projects are TRADOS, Transit, SDLX and other CAT tools and
for DTP, InDesign, PageMaker, Photoshop, QuarkXPress,
Illustrator, CorelDRAW and FrameMaker. We have proudly
acquired ISO 9001:2000 and DIN EN 15038:2006-08 certifications and are members of ATC and GALA. We provide free
samples upon request.
Intertranslations Ltd. El. Venizelou 4, 176 76 Athens, Greece, 30-21092-25-000, Fax: 30-210-92-25-500, E-mail: xynos@intertrans
lations.gr, Web: www.intertranslations.gr

page 44

New markets for your
products and solutions

iDISC Information Technologies
E-C Translation Ltd. is now EC Innovations, Inc.
Languages All Description E-C Translation Ltd., the
technology-driven language services company with a
mission to provide high-quality localization solutions, is
pleased to announce the re-branding of its business to EC
Innovations, Inc. Over the past 14 years, EC Innovations,
an ISO 9001:2008 certified organization, has grown to
over 200 full-time employees, providing multilingual and
interdisciplinary services worldwide. The new name and
image are a reflection of our completeness as a full-fledged
localization solutions provider. Hereafter, EC Innovations
will continue to focus on providing our customers with
the highest quality of language and technology solutions
while maintaining our reputation for being a customercentric organization.
EC Innovations, Inc. 501 Silverside Road, Suite 105, Wilmington,
DE 19809, 617-775-3506, Fax: 508-762-5304, E-mail: info@
ecinnovations.com, Web: www.ecinnovations.com

Languages Spanish (all variants), Portuguese (European and
Brazilian), Catalan, Basque, Galician, Valencian Description
iDISC, established in 1987, is an ISO-9001 and EN-15038
certified company based in Barcelona with branches in Argentina, Mexico and Brazil that focuses on localization into
all variants of Spanish (European, Latin American, USA and
Neutral), Portuguese (European and Brazilian) and the other
languages spoken in Spain (Catalan, Basque, Galician and
Valencian). Specialization fields are websites, software localization, technical documentation, business, automotive and
marketing materials. All commercial tools are available. Internal tools help reduce management costs and increase quality, consistency and on-time deliveries. Continuous support
to the client achieves the best project results and establishes
long-term, honest partnerships.
iDISC Information Technologies Passeig del progrés 96, 08640
Olesa de Montserrat, Barcelona, Spain, 34-93-778-73-00, Fax: 3493-778-35-80, E-mail: info@idisc.es, Web: www.idisc.es

?

WHY

TOTAL SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Languages: Major ASIAN languages, including Korean, Japanese, S-Chinese, T-Chinese, Thai
Established in 1995, E4NET has successfully accomplished many major projects for customers such as Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, PeopleSoft, Oracle, 3Com, Sun Microsystems,
Sony, EMC and BEA Systems, based on accumulated experience and know-how. We specialize in the ﬁelds of IT such as ERP/CRM/DBMS, consumer software, hardware/equipment,
OS, server application, management, multimedia and so on. E4NET can provide all types of
localization, including the full scope of software testing services in Windows, Macintosh,
Linux and Unix as well as DTP, audio recording and video translation services.

L 10 N @ e 4 n e t . n e t • w w w. e 4 n e t . n e t
Tel: 822-3465-8500 • Fax: 822-3465-8502
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Janus Worldwide Inc.
Languages 80 and growing Description Janus is a leading
provider of language solutions to the world’s most global
companies. Our flexible, scalable and proven approach
enables our team to deliver services with top-quality results
both on-time and on-budget. Industries we serve include
IT, telecom, life sciences, energy, financial and automotive.
Some of the services we offer are: functional and linguistic
testing; software, website, and multimedia localization; and
technical, elearning, and marketing translation. Our processes are backed by the ISO 9001:2008 quality certification and our clients include Microsoft, IBM, Siemens and
Volkswagen. We have 9 offices in Asia, Europe and the US
to facilitate communication globally.
Janus Worldwide Inc. Derbenevskaya nab., 11B, Ofﬁce B208,
Moscow 115114, Russia, +7-495-913-66-53, US 855-526-8799
Fax: +7-495-913-66-53, E-mail: management@januswwi.com,
Web: www.januswwi.com See ad on page 11

LinguaGraphics — Multilingual DTP; Web,
Flash and Software Localization; Engineering
Languages All, including Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, Farsi,
Greek, Hindi, Hebrew, Japanese, Khmer, Korean, Lao,
Punjabi, Russian, Thai, Turkish, Urdu and Vietnamese
Description LinguaGraphics is a leading provider in the
area of multilingual desktop publishing and web/software/Flash localization engineering. Our seasoned DTP
professionals and localization engineers are working with the
latest tools on top-of-the-line equipment to produce a wide
range of projects in InDesign, FrameMaker, QuarkXPress,
Photoshop and Flash. We specialize in typesetting high-end
marketing and communications-type material in difficult
and rare languages at very competitive rates. For a quote on
your next project, please visit us at www.linguagraphics.com.
You have our word that we will never compromise on quality
and do the utmost to make your project a success.
LinguaGraphics, Inc. 194 Park Place, Brooklyn, NY 11238, 718623-3066, 718-789-2782, E-mail: info@linguagraphics.com, Web:
www.linguagraphics.com

Find us at www.facebook.com/
multilingualmagazine
advertising@multilingual.com
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Logrus International Corporation

Worldwide Localization and Translation

PTIGlobal

Languages EE, EA, ME, WE, rare languages Description
Logrus offers a full set of localization and translation services
for various industries, including top-notch software engineering and testing and DTP for all languages, including
bidirectional and double-byte ones. The company is proud
of its unique problem-solving skills and minimal support
requirements. The company offers all European and Asian
languages as well as many rare languages through its offices
and established long-term partners. With its production
site in Moscow, Russia, Logrus provides a winning combination of quality, experience and affordability. With over 14
years in business, the company has received multiple awards
for excellence from its long-time customers, including IBM,
Microsoft, Novell, Oracle and others.
Logrus International Corporation Suite 305, 2600 Philmont Ave-

Languages 60+ Description Net-Translators specializes
in software localization and translation into more than
60 languages. Our localization, internationalization and
multilingual testing services instill the confidence that the
product is accurately and consistently localized, translated
and tested. Our translators are industry specific and have
amassed a wealth of experience in their particular areas of
expertise. We have a proficient in-house multilingual staff
of project managers, QA professionals and DTP specialists
who provide world-class service to our customers. Our staff
remains on the cutting edge of CAT, QA and DTP technology. Net-Translators is ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2003
certified, and we maintain branch offices in the United
States, Argentina, the United Kingdom and Israel.
Net-Translators Worldwide
USA 1250 Oakmead Parkway, Suite 210, Sunnyvale, CA 94085-

Languages All commercial languages for Europe, Asia
and the Americas Description PTIGlobal is committed to
developing ongoing, long-term partnerships with its clients.
This means a dedication to personal service, responsiveness,
high-quality output, and sensitivity to clients’ cost goals
and timelines. Backed by over 30 years of experience in
technical translation, PTIGlobal provides turnkey localization services in 30 languages simultaneously for software,
web applications, embedded devices, wireless applications
and gaming technology. Projects employ our expertise in
end-to-end project management; internationalization consultation; glossary development; native language translation; multilingual web content management; translation
memory maintenance; localization engineering; linguistic
and functionality testing; desktop publishing; complete
multilingual video and audio services; as well as onsite
managed services.
PTIGlobal 4915 SW Grifﬁth Drive, Suite 200, Beaverton, OR 97005,

nue, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006, 215-947-4773, Fax: 866-2413633, E-mail: ceo@logrus.ru, Web: www.logrus.ru

4037, 408-501-8839, Fax: 408-212-8956, E-mail: salesusca@
net-translators.com
South America Calle 6 - Casa 16 (3300), Posadas - Misiones, Argentina, 54-3752-487029, E-mail: salessoutham@net-translators.com
Europe 44-20-3393-8385, E-mail: saleseu@net-translators.com
Israel 972-3-5338633, Fax: 972-3-5336956, E-mail: salesil@nettranslators.com, Web: www.net-translators.com See ad on page 16

503-297-2165, 888-357-3125, Fax: 503-352-0729, E-mail: info@
ptiglobal.com, Web: www.ptiglobal.com

Loquant Localization Services
Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese Description
Loquant bases its operations on the experience of its founders and collaborators, professionals who closely follow the
ongoing evolution of technology and the latest processes in
internationalization and localization of information. Adhering to rigorous processes that were developed by the
software localization industry during the last few decades,
Loquant is able to prepare the most diverse products for the
primary world markets. To do this, Loquant counts on the
best project managers, native translators, engineers and desktop publishers to guarantee a quality control recognized internationally by the main international standards organizations.
Loquant Localization Services Rua Luís Carlos Prestes, 410/114,
22775-055, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 55-21-2104-9597, Fax: 55-212104-9597, E-mail: contact@loquant.com, Web: www.loquant.com

Moravia Worldwide
Languages All Description Moravia Worldwide is a leading
globalization solution provider, enabling companies in the
information technology, e-learning, life sciences and financial industries to enter global markets with high-quality
multilingual products. Moravia’s solutions include localization and product testing services, internationalization,
multilingual publishing and technical translation. HewlettPackard, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Sun Microsystems and
Symantec are some of the companies that depend on Moravia
Worldwide for accurate, on-time localization. Moravia
Worldwide maintains global headquarters in the Czech
Republic and North American headquarters in California,
with local offices and production centers in Ireland, China,
Japan and throughout Europe. To learn more, please visit
www.moraviaworldwide.com.
Moravia Worldwide
USA 199 East Thousand Oaks Boulevard, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360,
805-557-1700, 800-276-1664, Fax: 805-557-1702, E-mail: info@
moraviaworldwide.com, Web: www.moraviaworldwide.com
Asia 86-25-8473-2772, E-mail: asia@moraviaworldwide.com
Europe 420-545-552-222, E-mail: europe@moraviaworldwide.com
Ireland 353-1-216-4102, E-mail: ireland@moraviaworldwide.com
Japan 81-3-3354-3320, E-mail: japan@moraviaworldwide.com

See ad on page 36
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Localization and Globalization Partner

Greek Localization Experts Since 1983
Language Greek Description Founded in 1983, ORCO S.A.
is a leading translation and localization service provider, specializing in software localization and technical translations
(IT, telecommunication, medical, automotive, engineering,
marketing, financial). ORCO deals primarily with Englishinto-Greek projects, although translation from several other
European languages can be taken aboard. With its experienced in-house personnel, ORCO offers all language services
at the highest quality level, including localization, product
testing, engineering, DTP and so on. Our client list includes
many IT companies such as Google, HP, IBM, Microsoft and
Oracle, as well as international corporations such as Abbott,
Ford, Nokia, Sony, Kaeser and Hitachi.
ORCO S.A. 6, Vas. Soﬁas Avenue, 106 74 Athens, Greece, 30-210-723-

Languages 50 languages including English, Chinese, Japanese, Korean Description Saltlux was founded in 1979 as
the first localization and globalization service provider in
South Korea. With over 30 years of accumulated experience and know-how, Saltlux is an ideal and esteemed global
technical communications partner. We specialize in multilingual translation and DTP, technical writing services, software localization, web globalization and so on. We provide
our clients with a one-stop production line, starting with
the authoring of documents and going on to localizing,
designing and editing, digital publishing, two-way electronic manual production and database establishment.
With this business direction, we are striving to grow into
and excel as a leader in global technical communications.
Saltlux, Inc. 5~7F, Deokil Building, 967 Daechi-dong, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul 135-848, South Korea, 822-379-8444, Fax: 822-379-5996,
E-mail: tcsales@saltlux.com, Web: www.saltlux.com

6001, Fax: 30-210-7249124, E-mail: info@orco.gr, Web: www.orco.gr

TOIN Corporation
Pangeanic & PangeaMT
Languages Spanish (all variants) and all Spanish state official languages, EN/FIG/other EU languages, all other
languages including Asian ones on demand Description
Pangeanic is an independent Spanish LSP with sister offices
in Tokyo and Shanghai working for the global enterprise
market (major accounts in the electronics and computing
fields) as well as for smaller organizations, MLVs and crossnational institutions. We offer a wide range of GILT services
always adhering to stringent quality standard procedures
— EN 15038 and ISO 9001. Pangeanic has an experienced
team devoted to MTPE (post-editing of machine translation output). PangeaMT, our customized open-source SMT
technology, enables us to offer domain-specific MT engines
that are fully tailored to the clients’ needs, helping them become more productive cost-effectively and rapidly.
Pangeanic Trade Center, Profesor Beltrán Báguena 4, Suite 106,
46009 Valencia, Spain, 34-96-338-5771, Fax: 34-96-338-5772,
E-mail: central@pangeanic.com, central@pangea.com.mt, Web:
www.pangeanic.com, www.pangea.com.mt See ad on page 38

Languages Japanese, Traditional and Simplified Chinese,
Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese and European languages
Description TOIN is a solidly established Asian MLV with
more than 45 years’ experience. Our services encompass
translation, localization engineering, DTP, MT post-editing,
workflow/process consulting and project management. TOIN
offers global reach and exceptional strength in Asia, with headquarters in Tokyo and additional operations in the United
States, Europe, China and Korea. The company has been
helping Global 1000 companies in industries such as automotive, IT, telecommunications, life sciences, e-learning,
computer software/gaming, semiconductors and consumer
products.
TOIN Corporation
Japan Shiba 1-chome Building, 1-12-7 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo
105-0014 Japan, 81-3-3455-8764, Fax: 81-3-3455-6514, E-mail:
toshihito-hattori@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.co.jp
North America Minneapolis, MN, 612-926-0201, E-mail: aki-ito@
to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
Europe London, United Kingdom, 44-20-8644-8685, E-mail:
michael-stephenson@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
China Shanghai, P.R. China, 86-21-3222-0012, E-mail: shen-yi@
to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
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transcript GmbH & Co. KG
Languages All Description transcript is a leading provider
of translation services specializing in technical translations and software localization. The company’s specific
focus is on business and ERP software, and it has a diversified customer portfolio. Thanks to our global partner network, we are equipped to handle both large-scale
projects as well as smaller speciality items. With our permanent staff of experienced in-house specialists plus a
carefully-selected and maintained pool of freelance translators, transcript has earned itself the reputation of being
a reliable and flexible business partner. The deployment
of state-of-the-art CAT tools ensures efficient translation
cycles with high throughput, and it also guarantees consistent terminology.
transcript GmbH & Co. KG Beethovenstrasse 8, 50674 Köln, Germany,
49-221-272738-10, Fax: 49-221-272738-11, E-mail: contact@
transcript.de, Web: www.transcript.de

Ushuaia Solutions
Languages Spanish (all varieties), Portuguese (Brazil) Description Ushuaia Solutions is a fast-growing Latin American
company providing solutions for translation, localization
and globalization needs. Ushuaia Solutions is focused on
being creative and proactive to meet tight time frames with a
high level of quality and a cost-effective budget. Customizing
its processes, Ushuaia assures project consistency and technical and linguistic accuracy, thus reducing clients’ timeto-market. Ushuaia combines state-of-the-art technology
with top-notch experienced native translators, editors and
software engineers. Our mission is to work together with our
clients, thereby creating a flexible, reliable and open relationship for success.
Ushuaia Solutions Rioja 919, S2000AYK Rosario, Argentina,

become for several years a renowned actor in the translation and localization world. By placing clients’ needs at the
forefront and by carrying out huge efforts and best practices for each individual client, WhP has gained the loyalty
of international accounts (such as Cegos, Demos, BMGI,
Cross-knowledge, Samsonite, Amadeus and HP) in the fields
of software, online applications, training and e-learning,
video games, and so on. WhP maintains its headquarters in
France with local offices and production centers in China
and Slovakia.
WhP Espace Beethoven BP102, F06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex,
France, 33-493-00-40-30, Fax: 33-493-00-40-34, E-mail: enquiry
@whp.net, Web: www.whp.net

Xlated Ltd.
Languages Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese, German,
Russian Description Xlated is a young and dynamic localization service provider, founded and managed by translators with 15+ years of specialization in software localization.
Thanks to a proven knowledge of internationalization and
localization processes, a team of highly skilled and motivated professionals, and an intelligent use of the most
recent translation technologies, we offer a wide range of
multilingual services for small to large and complex software localization projects. Services include terminology
management, translation of GUI and user documentation,
linguistic and functional quality assurance, engineering,
multiplatform DTP and consulting.
Xlated Ltd. Riverbank, Kells Business Park, Kells, Co. Meath, Ireland,

locAlizAtion tools

SDL

Languages All Description VistaTEC is a leading provider
of globalization services and specializes in the localization
and testing of enterprise, mobile and desktop applications.
VistaTEC provides translation, technical consulting, engineering and testing, language review, transcreation and
brand integrity services during the design, development and
marketing cycles of client’s products.
VistaTEC
Europe VistaTEC House, 700 South Circular Road, Kilmainham,
Dublin 8, Ireland, 353-1-416-8000, Fax: 353-1-416-8099
USA East 2706 Loma Street, Silver Spring, MD 20902, 301-6493012, Fax: 301-649-3032
USA West 1800 West El Camino Real, Suite 108, Mountain View,
CA 94040, 408-898-2357 Fax: 408-898-2362
E-mail: info@vistatec.com, Web: www.vistatec.com

Description SDL, the leader in Global Information Management, enables companies to engage with their customers
throughout the customer journey – from brand awareness,
to sales and after-sales support – across languages, cultures
and channels. SDL’s best-of-breed web content management, eCommerce, structured content and language technologies, combined with its language services drive down
costs of content creation, management, translation and
publishing to increase conversion ratios and customer satisfaction. Learn more at www.sdl.com.
SDL Globe House, Clivemont Road, Maidenhead SL6 7DY United
Kingdom, +44-1628-410-100, E-mail: kshauger@sdl.com, Web:
www.sdl.com See ad on page 60
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Languages English, French, Spanish, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Dutch, Russian, Arabic, Chinese, Swedish Description Translators without Borders is an independent
registered nonprofit association based in France that assists
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) by providing free,
professional translations. Founded by Lexcelera in 1993,
Translators without Borders has provided over two million dollars worth of free translations. Thanks to the funds
saved, NGOs are able to extend their humanitarian work.
Translators without Borders Passage du Cheval Blanc, 2 rue de la
Roquette, 75011 Paris, France, 33-1-55-28-88-09, Fax: 33-1-5528-88-09, E-mail: twb@translatorswithoutborders.org, Web: www
.translatorswithoutborders.com

trAnslAtion
MAnAgeMent systeMs

Projetex: Translation Management System
Version 8.5, Windows

Languages English, Arabic , Bulgarian, Simplified and Traditional Chinese, Croatian, Dutch, Estonian, Finnish, French,
German, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Polish, Brazilian Portuguese, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian,
Serbian, Slovenian, Slovak, Spanish, Turkish, Ukrainian
Description Twelve years ago Projetex was the first translation management system around. Now it is the most comprehensive translation management software for translation
agencies, with over 250 distinct features developed from
1999 to 2011. By using this translation management system,
you can double the productivity of your project managers.
Let them work regular office hours without the need for
overtime. Make them more happy and motivated by establishing a clear workflow and reliable collaboration platform.
Built-in AnyCount word count software and CATCount.
Used by 750 translation agencies in 59 countries worldwide.
Live chat support. Multiple testimonials and business cases.
Special discount for MultiLingual readers.
Advanced International Translations Arhitektora Gorodetskogo 11b,
Kiev 01001, Ukraine, +380-44-221-24-01 Fax: +380-44-221-24-30,
E-mail: support@translation3000.com, Web: www.projetex.com

MultiCorpora
Multiple Platforms

The Rosetta Foundation

Languages All European and major Middle Eastern and Asian
languages, including local variants Description Since 1994,
WhP International has offered a set of linguistic and technologic solutions, dedicated to each client’s needs. WhP has

Translators without Borders

nonprofit orgAnizAtions

See ad on page 32

WhP International

Park, Dublin 14, Ireland, +353-87-6736414, E-mail: info@therosetta
foundation.org, Web: www.therosettafoundation.org

+353-(0)46-9250005, E-mail: info@xlated.com, Web: www.xlated.
com See ad on page 19

54-341-4493064, Fax: 54-341-4492542, E-mail: info@ushuaia
solutions.com, Web: www.ushuaiasolutions.com See ad on page 47

VistaTEC

economic or market considerations, including localization
and translation companies, technology developers, not-forprofit and non-governmental organizations.
The Rosetta Foundation Unit 13 Classon House, Dundrum Business

Languages All Description Access to information is a fundamental right. We want to relieve poverty, support health
care, develop education and promote justice through access
to information and knowledge across the languages of the
world. The Rosetta Foundation supports the not-for-profit
activities of the localization and translation communities. It
works internationally with those who want to provide equal
access to information across languages, independent of

Languages All Unicode languages Description As language technology experts since 1999, MultiCorpora is
exclusively dedicated to providing language technology
software solutions to enterprises, language service providers and governments. Its flagship product, MultiTrans
Prism, offers an innovative and complete turn-key translation management system. MultiTrans Prism is an enterprise client-server application that consists of four core
components which, together or individually, enable communications in more than one language; they are business
management, project management (workflow), advanced
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translation memory and terminology management. RR
Donnelley, Nomura, the Translation Bureau of Canada,
UNESCO and many others rely on MultiTrans to manage
their mission-critical translation operations.
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, Quebec,
J8Y 3Y7 Canada, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-7780801, E-mail: info@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com

powerful tool will reduce the time spent on repetitive tasks
and increase a company’s effectiveness.
XTRF ul. Walerego Sławka 3, 30-653 Kraków, Poland, 48-12-2546126, Fax: 48-12-2546-122, E-mail: sales@xtrf.eu, Web: www.xtrf.eu

trAnslAtion services

See ad on page 6

Arcadia Translations
Plunet BusinessManager
Multiple Platforms

Description Plunet develops and markets the business and
workflow management software Plunet BusinessManager
— one of the world’s leading management solutions
for the translation and localization industry. Plunet
BusinessManager provides a high degree of automation
and flexibility for professional language service providers
and translation departments. Using a web-based platform,
Plunet integrates translation software, financial accounting and quality management systems. Various functions
and extensions of Plunet BusinessManager can be adapted
to individual needs within a configurable system. Basic
functions include quote, order and invoice management,
comprehensive financial reports, flexible job and workflow
management as well as deadline, document and customer
relationship management.
Plunet GmbH Prenzlauer Allee 214, D-10405 Berlin, Germany, 49-

Languages English, Spanish (all variants), Brazilian Portuguese Description Arcadia Translations, a translation
agency based in Argentina, provides translation and localization services from English into Spanish and Brazilian
Portuguese. We value quality, words and communication,
and we offer integral linguistic solutions that include a
wide range of services such as translation, editing and
proofreading of documentation, software localization,
web solutions, voice-over and DTP services. We have
an experienced in-house staff who guarantees our high
standard of quality. Our values as a company are costeffectiveness, responsiveness, customer-oriented service,
reliability and fast turnaround.
Arcadia Translations Marcelo T. de Alvear 1671 piso 8 dpto 50,

Languages All Unicode Languages Description Wordbee
provides you with all the features and functionality found
in traditional enterprise TMS products, combined with
real-time team collaboration and flexible, intuitive workflows, project management environment and an intuitive
user interface. Implementation is remarkably straightforward, with no servers to purchase, complex migration
steps or consultants needed for implementation. No need
to integrate and pay licensing for multiple translation and
workflow tools! If you need to improve control and efficiency or want to support collaboration within your teams
– consider Wordbee.
Wordbee S.A. 66 rue de Luxembourg, L- 4221 Esch-sur-Alzette,
Luxembourg, +352-54-55-80-875, E-mail: info@wordbee.com
Wordbee USA 1631 NE Broadway, #251, Portland, Oregon 97232,
503-287-0023, E-mail: usa@wordbee.com, Web: www.wordbee.
com See ad on page 22

XTRF Translation Management Systems
Multiple Platforms

Description XTRF is a global management system for
translation agencies. With built-in cutting-edge Java technology, XTRF is a flexible, customizable and web-based
software, enabling web access for a company’s suppliers
and customers. It’s designed to help translation companies
to streamline all of their daily activities, and it guarantees smooth management of the company while reducing administrative costs. Project management, invoicing,
quotations, ISO 9001 reports and CRM are the main fields
covered by the system. Designed by translation and localization professionals and created by the best IT team, this
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2790574, Fax: 370-5-2790576, E-mail: diskusija@diskusija.lt, Web:
www.diskusija.lt

Follow-Up Translation Services

BENEXtra Korea

Enterprise Version, Multiple Platforms

Languages Central and Eastern European languages Description Founded in 1993, Diskusija specializes in technical translation and localization services from Western
European languages into all Central and Eastern European
languages with a strong focus on Baltic languages (Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian). Our experienced team is able to
handle projects of any complexity. We guarantee a professional and personal approach to our clients’ needs, the use
of state-of-the-art industrial technology, quality management at all stages of a project, on-time delivery, competitive rates and flexibility. We have extensive expertise in the
following industries: IT, software, hardware, telecommunications, medical equipment, medicine, pharmacology,
accounting, finance, automotive industry, electronics, legislation and EU documents.
Diskusija Seimyniskiu g. 1A, LT-09312 Vilnius, Lithuania, 370-5-

Buenos Aires 1060, Argentina, 5411-5353-3390, Fax: 5411-53533395, E-mail: info@arcadia-t.com, Web: www.arcadia-t.com

30-322971340, Fax: 49-30-322971359, E-mail: info@plunet.net,
Web: www.plunet.net See ad on page 9

Wordbee

Diskusija – Translation and Localization

Languages Chinese, Japanese, Korean Description BENEXtra
Korea, one of the top quality localization/translation vendors in Asia, enjoys an excellent reputation and wide recognition among world-class players such as Dell, IBM,
Microsoft, CA, Google, Autodesk, Cisco and the California
state government. With our hands-on, practical experience
in IT marketing collateral translation, software localization,
Asian language localization, and our accumulated expertise
in audio translation, we are ready to work together with
you, helping you sustain growth and create and capture
new value.
BENEXtra Korea Second Floor, Gukdong Building 1163-7, Gaepo-

Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese Description
For 22 years, Follow-Up has been one of the best singlelanguage translation companies in Brazil. We’re equipped
with a large network of professional translators, effectively
trained project managers and state-of-the-art technology
resources. We’re capable of working locally and on the
cloud. Our areas of expertise include IT, finance, medicine
and marketing, among others. Follow-Up’s main partner
and founder, Luciana Lavôr, is now a certified localization
professional by California State University. Another partner at the company, Ana Beatriz Fernandes, has recently
become an official public sworn translator. Therefore,
under her supervision, we also have a legal translations
department.
Follow-Up Rua Visconde de Pirajá, 351, Sala 815, Rio de Janeiro,
RJ 22410-003 Brazil, 55-21-3553-7223, Fax: 55-21-3553-7223,
E-mail: info@follow-up.com.br, Web: www.follow-up.com.br

Dong, Gangnam-Gu, Seoul 135-960, Korea, 82-2-572-4987,
Fax: 82-2-3462-4987, E-mail: info@benextra.com, Web: www
.benextra.com See ad on page 28

ForeignExchange Translations
Languages 37 languages Description Biro 2000 is located
in the heart of Europe (Slovenia). We’ve been in business since 1992. Our clients come from all areas of industry, but for the past few years our work priorities have
concentrated on the following areas of expertise: life
sciences, legal, IT, cell phone, automotive and technical
industries. Our work has focused on Eastern European
languages. We’re ISO 9001:2008 and EN15038:2007 certified. We utilize the following programs in our work:
memoQ server, Trados SDL Synergy, Across Language
Server and Transit XV.
BiroTranslations (Biro 2000 d.o.o.) Stegne 7, 1000 Ljubljana,

Languages 42 languages and growing Description ForeignExchange is the global leader in providing translation
services to life sciences companies. We work with many
of the biggest pharmaceutical companies, medical device
manufacturers, biotech companies and CROs. Our proprietary Multilingual Compliance Process combines expert
linguists, best-of-breed technology and measurable translation quality in a process that is both robust and completely
scalable, ensuring your projects are finished on time and
within budget. For more information on how we can help
meet your translation requirements or for a quote on your
next translation project, please contact us directly or visit
our website at www.fxtrans.com.
ForeignExchange Translations 1001 Watertown Street, 3rd Floor,

Slovenia, +386-1-513-18-20, Fax: +386-1513-18-21, E-mail:
biro2000@biro2000.com, Web: www.birotranslations.com

Newton, MA 02465, 617-559-9760, Fax: 617-559-9764, E-mail:
getinfo@fxtrans.com, Web: www.fxtrans.com
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Freehand and Dreamweaver. We view our projects from the
customers’ perspective and in turn gain the trust of our clients, steering our commitment to provide not just translation services but complete solutions.
PTSGI 6F, #23 Section 6, Min-Chuan East Road, Taipei City 11494,

KERN Global Language Services
Your language partner
Languages All Description KERN Global Language Services
is a leading provider in the area of global communication
with over 40 offices worldwide. With more than 40 years
of experience, our services include translation and interpreting in all languages; software, multimedia and website
localization; terminology management; multilingual desktop
publishing; and individual and corporate language training in all major languages. KERN has established itself as a
preferred insourcing and outsourcing solution provider for
language services. We serve clients in all industry sectors,
including the automotive, medical, pharmaceutical, chemical, IT and financial services industries. To learn more about
us, please visit www.e-kern.com.
KERN Global Language Services
USA The Helmsley Building, 230 Park Avenue, Suite 1517, New York, NY
10169, 212-953-2070, Fax: 212-953-2073, E-mail: info@e-kern.com
Europe Kurfuerstenstrasse 1, 60486 Frankfurt/Main, Germany,
49-69-7560730, Fax: 49-69-751353, E-mail: info@e-kern.com
China Gold & Silver Commercial Building, Unit 904, 12-18 Mercer
Street, Sheung Wan, Hong Kong, 852-2850-4455, Fax: 852-28504466, E-mail: info@e-kern.com, Web: www.e-kern.com

Medical Translations Only
Languages 45, including all EU languages Description
MediLingua is one of the few medical translation specialists in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European
languages and the major languages of Asia and Africa, as well
as translation-related services to manufacturers of devices,
instruments, in vitro diagnostics and software; pharmaceutical
and biotechnology companies; medical publishers; national
and international medical organizations; and other customers
in the medical sector. Projects include the translation of documentation for medical devices, surgical instruments, hospital
equipment and medical software; medical information for
patients, medical students and physicians; scientific articles;
press releases; product launches; clinical trial documentation;
medical news; and articles from medical journals.
MediLingua Medical Translations BV Poortgebouw, Rijnsburgerweg
10, 2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands, +31-71-5680862, Fax: +3171-5234660, E-mail: simon.andriesen@medilingua.com, Web: www
.medilingua.com See ad on page 29

Taiwan, 886-2-8791-6688, Fax: 886-2-8791-7884, E-mail: market
@ptsgi.com, Web: www.ptsgi.com

Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald
Language German to/from major European languages Description Outstanding localization requires world-class experience. Rheinschrift gives your business a native voice in
the German-speaking world. We offer more than 20 years’
experience providing translations and localizations for software and hardware manufacturers as well as for the sectors
of business, technology, legal matters and medicine/medical
applications. Our services also range from glossaries, postediting, project management and desktop publishing services
to many other related services. Rely on Rheinschrift to deliver
the most competent translations and meet your deadline,
whatever it takes.
Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald Rolshover
Strasse 99, D-51105 Cologne, Germany, +49-(0)221-80-19-28-0,
Fax: +49-(0)221-80-19-28-50, E-mail: contact@rheinschrift.de,
Web: www.rheinschrift.de See ad on page 18

Neotech
LIDO-LANG Technical Translations
Languages All Description LIDO-LANG Technical Translations, based in Poland, is one of the leading translation
companies in Central Europe. Having the capacity to offer
services in virtually all world languages, we specialize in
Central and Eastern European languages. LIDO-LANG specializes, above all, in technical translation, but thanks to our
network of over 2,000 translators specializing in different
branches, we also work in IT and telecommunication; advertising and marketing; economics and finance; law; technology and industry; medicine and science. The quality of our
services is enhanced by over 50 years’ experience in the translation sector and by the quality certificates of ISO 9001 and
EN 15038 standards.
LIDO-LANG Technical Translations ul. Walerego Sławka 3, 30-653
Kraków, Poland, 48-12-2546-123, Fax: 48-12-2546-122, E-mail:
ofﬁce@lidolang.com, Web: www.lidolang.com See ad on page 39

Languages From major European languages into Russian,
Ukrainian, Kazakh and Azeri Description Neotech is the
largest translation company in Russia and CIS countries,
offering a full range of linguistic services to global corporations. Neotech is the first translation company on the Russian
market that has certified its quality management system to
international ISO 9001:2000 standards. Neotech’s key areas of
expertise are in the oil and gas industries, auto manufacturing,
medical, information technologies and telecommunications.
The business techniques introduced and applied by the company currently serve as the best practice within the translation industry. Neotech is leading the drive to continuously
develop translation market standards and to implement new
levels of business and interpersonal communications into the
translation industry within Russia and abroad.
Neotech 23/1 Matrosskaya Tishina, 107076 Moscow, Russia, 7-495787-3331, Fax: 7-495-787-1189, E-mail: sales@neotech.ru, Web:
www.neotech.ru

PTSGI
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.
Languages All Description LinguaLinx is a leading provider
of global content and language intelligence to organizations
around the world. The content experts at LinguaLinx help
manage and localize messaging to enhance efficiency and
provide consistency across all forms of communication. With
offices around the world, LinguaLinx provides organizations
with localization solutions that fit their needs including:
translation and interpretation, marketing communications
and website localization, translation memory deployment,
multilingual SEO, translation readiness assessment and
global content management. Unify your global organization
with a customized content intelligence strategy and ensure
that your messages resonate across borders with language
intelligence. To learn more, visit lingualinx.com.
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. The LinguaLinx Building, 122
Remsen Street, Cohoes, NY 12047, 518-388-9000, Fax: 518-3880066, E-mail: info@lingualinx.com, Web: www.lingualinx.com

Languages English, Traditional and Simplified Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, Thai, Malay, Indonesian, Tagalog, Vietnamese, Arabic, Farsi, Russian, German, French, Italian,
Spanish, Dutch, Czech, Polish, Hungarian, Turkish, Greek,
Norwegian, Danish, Hebrew, Irish, Finnish, Swedish, Luxembourgish, Romanian, Urdu, Ukrainian, Nepali, Latin, Latvian,
Slovak, Slovenian, Bengali, Hindi, Pashto, Tamil, Punjabi,
Singhalese, Marathi, Hmong, Khmer, Lao, Burmese, Mongolian, Somali Afrikaans, Armenian Description For over
45 years, PTSGI remains the largest language service provider in Taiwan providing multilingual translation, website
and software localization, interpretation, desktop publishing, technical writing, game software and online translation
into more than 100 languages. Our expert teams are skilled
in a wide range of software that includes Trados, SDLX,
Transit, CATALYST, RC-WinTrans, Idiom, Across, Multilizer,
Passolo, RoboHelp, FrameMaker, QuarkXPress, PageMaker,
InDesign, Photoshop, Adobe Acrobat, CorelDraw, Illustrator,

Translation and localization into Polish
Language Polish Description Ryszard Jarża Translations is
an established provider of Polish translation, localization,
marketing copy adaptation and DTP services. We focus
primarily on life sciences, IT, automotive, refrigeration and
other technology sectors. Our in-house team is comprised
of experienced linguists with medical, engineering and
IT backgrounds. We guarantee a high standard of quality
while maintaining flexibility, unparalleled responsiveness
and reliability. Our services are certified to EN 15038:2006.
Ryszard Jarża Translations ul. Barlickiego 23/22, 50-324 Wrocław,
Poland, 48-601-228332, E-mail: info@jarza.com.pl, Web: www
.jarza.com.pl See ad on page 29

Skrivanek s.r.o.
Languages All, with a focus on Central and Eastern Europe
Description Skrivanek is a world leader in providing a wide
range of language services, specifically translations spanning a multitude of languages and the effective localization
of products on international markets. Established in 1994,
Skrivanek has managed to dominate the European translation market, creating a network of 53 branches covering 14
countries. Its well-stocked staff of professional translators,
experienced project managers and dedicated software engineers and DTP specialists has enabled Skrivanek to provide
outstanding quality translation and localization services in
any conceivable language and volume, creating an enviable
clientele representing major leading corporations in various
industries. Skrivanek’s quality of service is backed by EN ISO
9001:2001 certification.
Skrivanek s.r.o. International Project Management Centre, Na
Dolinách 22,147 00 Prague, Czech Republic, 420-233-320-560,
Fax: 420-241-090-946, E-mail: info@skrivanek.com, Web: www
.skrivanek.com See ad on page 27
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SpanSource
Languages Focus on Spanish and Portuguese, other language
combinations through partners Description SpanSource
provides translation, localization and related services from
Western European languages into all regional varieties of
Spanish as well as other language combinations through our
network of select SLV partners. Our domain focus is on health
care and life sciences, software and IT, heavy machinery and
automotive, legal and financial, oil and gas, corporate training and educational materials. Our comprehensive service
portfolio also includes unparalleled desktop publishing and
multimedia localization engineering support for e-learning
materials. Our in-house staff of 25 includes project managers, senior linguists, desktop publishers, software engineers
and graphic designers, which prove to be fundamental in
SpanSource’s centralized, customer-centric approach.
SpanSource SRL Santa Fe 1264, 1ºB, Rosario, S2000ATR Argentina,
54-341-527-5233, Fax: 54-341-527-0035, E-mail: info@span
source.com, Web: www.spansource.com

sector, we have been in business for over 20 years. We are
also a leading supplier of translation services, as are most
of our competitors. We offer top quality translations in all
the world’s main commercial languages, at competitive
rates, just like the rest. And, like almost all the others, we
work to tight deadlines. But . . . we are different! Do you
want to find out why? Our USP is our flexibility in solving any unexpected issues that arise during projects. We
have the creativity to find solutions, the professionalism
to deliver impeccable work, and the reliability to fulfil our
commitments.
Zinacle Zurbarán 23 1, 06002 Badajoz, Spain, +34-924-205605,

Languages All major commercial languages Description As
a multilingual communications agency, TripleInk has provided industrial and consumer products companies with
precise translation and multilingual production services for
audio-visual, online and print media since 1991. Our experience in adapting technical documentation and marketing
communication materials covers a wide range of industries,
including biomedical and health care; building and construction; financial services; food and agriculture; high-tech
and manufacturing; and hospitality and leisure, as well as
government and nonprofit organizations. Using a total
quality management process and state-of-the-art software
and equipment, our team of foreign language professionals
delivers the highest quality translations in a cost-effective
and time-efficient manner.
TripleInk 60 South 6th Street, Suite 2800, Minneapolis, MN 55402,
612-342-9800, 800-632-1388, Fax: 612-342-9745, E-mail: info@
tripleink.com, Web: www.tripleink.com

Languages All, with a focus on Central and Eastern Europe
Description Like most other companies in the translation
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Kilgray Translation Technologies
Languages All Description Kilgray Translation Technologies is the world’s fastest growing provider of computerassisted translation tools. In 2005 the company launched
the first version of memoQ, an integrated client-server
translation environment designed to facilitate interoperability and teamwork. All of Kilgray’s products — memoQ,
the memoQ server, qTerm and the TM Repository —
optimize productivity and control of the entire translation
process and environment. Rated #1 by Common Sense
Advisory among translation-centric TMS systems, and
used by thousands of translators, language service providers, and enterprises throughout the world, memoQ and
other Kilgray tools are accepted and appreciated as premiere translation technologies.
Kilgray Translation Technologies P.O.B. 7, H-1255 Budapest, Hungary +36-30-383-9435, Fax: +36-1-312-6019, E-mail: sales@
kilgray.com, Web: www.kilgray.com See ad on page 33

MadCap Lingo
Windows

Zinacle

858-320-0387, 888-623-2271, Fax: 858-320-0338, E-mail: sales
@madcapsoftware.com, Web: www.madcapsoftware.com See ad

Fax: +34-924-205-604, E-mail: info@zinacle.com, Web: www.
zinacle.com See ad on page 30

Windows

TripleInk Multilingual Communications

support for the major industry TM systems. MadCap Lingo also includes tracking and organization capabilities to
support large, single-source, multichannel publishing projects. Through its strategic partner Microsoft Corporation,
MadCap delivers solutions optimized for Microsoft Windows, Visual Studio, and the .NET environment. Free trial
downloads are available at www.madcapsoftware.com.
MadCap Software, Inc. 7777 Fay Avenue, La Jolla, CA 92037,

Languages Unicode support for all left-to-right languages
Description The leaders in technical communication bring
you MadCap Lingo, an XML-based translation memory
(TM) tool designed to improve translation efficiency, eliminate redundancies and reduce project costs. MadCap Lingo
offers an easy-to-use interface, Unicode support for all leftto-right languages, and a rich list of features for assisting
translators throughout the localization process, including

Languages 52 language combinations Description
SYSTRAN is the market leading provider of machine translation solutions for the desktop, enterprise and internet. Our
solutions facilitate multilingual communications in 52+ language pairs and in 20 domains. SYSTRAN Enterprise Server
7, our latest achievement, is powered by our new hybrid MT
engine which combines the predictability and consistency of
rule-based MT with the fluency of the statistical approach.
The self-learning techniques allow users to train the software to any specific domain to achieve cost-effective, publishable quality translations. SYSTRAN solutions are used
by Symantec, Cisco, Ford and other enterprises to support
international business operations. For more information,
visit www.systransoft.com.
SYSTRAN Software, Inc.
North America 4445 Eastgate Mall, Suite 310, San Diego, CA 92121,
858-457-1900, Fax: 858-457-0648
Europe Paroi Nord - La Grande Arche, 1, Parvis la Défense, 92044
Paris La Défense Cedex, France, 33-825-80-10-80, Fax: 33-1-46-9800-59, E-mail: info@systransoft.com, Web: www.systransoft.com
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Takeaway

Karla Bauerova

Stuck in the middle

W

Working as an interpreter means being the
gateway between two worlds of languages, the
uniﬁer of communication, the one who makes
communication happen smoothly. But sometimes
the two worlds are masculine, and the person
stuck in the middle is female, which in the case
of my company happens quite frequently.

I’ve specialized in the nuclear power industry for almost 20
years, both as an interpreter and also as the CEO of my interpreting and translation company. The nuclear power industry
is just as male dominated now as it was when I began, and for
some reason, typical for our business, most of my translators
and interpreters are female. In fact, recent industry numbers
suggest that as many as 85% of translators and interpreters are
women. Although this number is hard to verify for all language
and interpreting companies, it is reﬂected in our company.
Being able to interpret accurately at speed can create a
stressful job no matter what the circumstance. In some cases,
that stress can be heightened by gender imbalances, but this
imbalance is not something that should stop female interpreters from going into the job. Rather, they should be aware of
the extra demands, and they should know how best to deal
with them.
Most typically male-dominated industries are on-site manual
jobs (welders, carpenters, construction workers), where communication rarely requires anything other than pointing out
that this blunt poundy thing is called “a hammer.” Jokes aside,
the power industry combines technical subject matter with
high-level decision making, both more traditionally masculine
callings, particularly in certain countries. There is a lot at stake
in the nuclear power industry; political decisions at the highest
level have been made; the projects of expanding or building a
new plant are decade-long in planning; the amount of money
and power involved is phenomenal. The majority of these decisions have been made by men.
And then there’s a “lady” joining the group. At this point,
the men present may be expecting a secretary, waitress or
someone’s personal assistant, not a professional interpreter
with years of experience and in-depth knowledge of the
industry in which she is working. The ﬁrst thing that happens
in a situation like this is initial shock or at least surprise. Not
so much for the interpreter. She’s done her research, she knows
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who will be there, and she is fully aware of being outnumbered. If it were just a matter of surprise, there would be nothing to talk about. The problem is that the surprise or expectation that the woman is not bringing coffee is followed by the
idea that she should be bringing coffee, and the unspoken
question: “Can she do the job?” A female interpreter has to let
the clients know that although they might be experts in their
own ﬁeld, she has the skills to communicate that expertise into
several other languages.
If I have an interpreter in a medical or legal situation where
the gender distribution is more even and an interpreter slips
up, the mistake is one of professionalism. The interpreter made
a slight mistake, no problem. Should the same slip happen in a
male-dominated situation, the focus on the mistake can quickly become the gender of the interpreter, not the mistake itself.
Knowing this before an interpreting job can create a certain
amount of extra stress, but it’s important that the interpreter
knows what to expect. Take control; show that you are there to
make it possible for them to be professionals together. Show
them that you are a professional as well and that you deserve
the same level of respect.
Once I was interpreting in a discussion with around 20 men,
representing the whole chain of investors, suppliers and subcontractors of various nationalities. This was the ﬁnal phase of
a nuclear power plant completion with plenty at stake, debating critical issues, technical solutions and cost recovery.
The profanities were ﬂying, and as interpreting is done in
the “I” form, it was important to convey the same sentiment.
In these situations it’s important not to be tempted to soften
a discussion. Although the saying “it’s a man’s world” is a
well-worn cliché, there is something to the idea: If they wish
to behave like little boys, it’s not your job as an interpreter to
make them any better than they are. Add into this the technical environment — the level of detail can be excruciating for a
nontechnical person.
Hence, perhaps the most important piece of advice here is to
be patient. M

Karla Bauerova is president & CEO of SOPHIA, Language Service
Ltd., based in the Czech Republic. SOPHIA specializes in power
engineering and technical translations and interpreting.
To offer your own Takeaway on a language-industry issue, send a
contribution to editor@multilingual.com.
editor@multilingual.com
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